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M A N N E S I E G B A H N

(1886-1978)

In Memoriam •

Manne Siegbahn, Nobel Laureate and the first Director of our Institute,
died on 24 September 1978 at the age of nearly 92. He was a great physicist
and a distinguished siember of the world-vide scientific community, who already
in his early life received recognition for his outstanding pioneering work
in the field of X-ray spectroscopy.

Siegbahn was born on 3 December 1886. He began his academic career at
the University of Lund, where he defended a thesis on magnetic field measure-
ments for the degree of Ph.D. in 1911. Shortly afterwards, his scientific
interest was focused on the problems concerning the nature of X-rays. At
that time, X-ray spectroscopy was still a virgin field, where Hoseley, one of
the great pioneers, made the first systematic investigations of X-ray spectra



of differant elements (1913-19U).

After receiving his doctorate, Sicgbshn served at tlie University of
Lund up to 1923 - as docent, acting professor and, finally, frost 1920,
as full professor. This period represents an epoch in the history o£ Swedish

. From about 1914, Siegbahn directed - in a saall physics institutephysics.
with very limited resources - pioneering research activities, which made
the laboratory a centre for X-ray spectroscopy. Graduate students and re-
searchers from far and near participated in the experimental work. Among
the early results may be mentioned Siegbshn's discovery of the H-series.
The rapid progress was to a great extent due to Siegbahn's eminent skill as
a designer of scientific instruments. His development of the experimental
technique made possible measurements of wavelengths with very nigh precision.

When in 1922 the chair in physics at the University of Uppsala became
vacant, Siegbahn was offered this professorship. He accepted, entered upon
the office in 1923 and held it up to 1937. Here he soon had a new group of
graduate students and researchers from all over the world working with him.
An essential part of the work in Uppsala was devoted to bridging the gap
between the X-ray region investigated up to then and the ultraviolet region.
In this connection, Siegbahn faced the problem -2 producing high-precision
ruled gratings, and for this purpose two ruling machines of his own design
were built in the workshop cf the laboratory. Besides the X-ray spectro-
scopy work, also more or less related activities were initiated at the Upp-
sala laboratory, for instance measurements of fundamental atomic constants.

In his monography "Spektroskopie der Rontgenstrahlen" (first edition
published in 1924, second, revised and extended edition in 1931), Siegbahn
gave an excellent survey of.experimental techniques together with an exten-
sive collection of data. This monography became a standard book for those
working in the field. The English edition, "The Spectroscopy of X-Rays",
was published in 1925.

In the middle of the 1930's, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in
Stockholm established a personal research professorship in experimental physics
for Manne Siegbahn and appointed him Director of a new institute, the present
Research Institute of Physics, situated at Frescati in the outskirts of Stock-
holm. A building for this institute - now the oldest part of the labora-
tory - was completed in 1937.

Siegbahn took office at the new institute on 1 July 1937, and remained
its Director until his retirement on 30 June 1964. The institute - since
July 1964 under Government administration - was originally established as
a department of the Academy's Nobel Institute, and during the period men-
tioned, it was generally known by the name of the Nobel Institute for Physics.

The new institute was planned almost exclusively for research in nuclear
physics, and under Siegbahn's enterprising leadership it soon became well
equipped for this purpose. It was, in fact, the first Swedish institute to
have resources for experimental work in nuclear physics. The success was
greatly due to Siegbahn's creative imagination, his outstanding qualities as
an organiser and, last but not least, his ability to raise funds for finan-
cing the projects. Being personally very much interested in design and con-
struction of scientific instruments, he knew what was required for the
necessary: technical activities, which particularly during the first 10-15
years were most extensive. Typical of his way of leading the work was, that
he saw the broadoutline and never worried about trifles.
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To illustrate the development programme at the Nobel Institute for
Physics during the early era, it may be mentioned that the first tests of
the 80-cm cyclotron - one of the first cyclotrons in Europe - could
begin already at the end of the 1930's, and that the dasign and construction
of the 225-c« cyclotron began before the end of the first decade of Siegbahn1s
directorship. After improvements in recent years, the 225-cm machine is
•till the nost important research tool at the laboratory. The first years
up to the beginning of the 1950's also saw the completion of spectrometers
of various types for P-ray spectroscopy, an isotope separator, an apparatus
for precision measurements of nuclear magnetic moments and a cascade genera-
tor designed for 1.5 MV (preceded by a small facility for 400 kV). In con-
nection with the construction of the 225-cm cyclotron, a well-equipped nuclear
chemistry laboratory was built. Also during this early period, an electronics
group was established for design and construction of detectors and counting
equipment.

Siegbahn created a large group of collaborators, and with the gradually
increasing experimental resources the laboratory became a centre for nuclear
physics research of high international repute. For instance, it was early
recognized as one of the leading laboratories in the field of B-ray spectro-
scopy.

Among activities outside of the nuclear physics domain, mention should
be made of two projects in which Siegbahn was engaged in a most active way.
One concerned Sweden's first electron microscope, which he designed and
built at the Nobel Institute for Physics already during the very first years.
This instrument, in its original and subsequent versions, became a very im-
portant research tool, utilized also by several foreign scientists. The
other project concerned the production of ruled gratings - an activity
which Siegbahn now resumed - and for this purpose the institute was pro-
vided with two ruling machines of his design. The technique of ruling grat-
ings was something that kept interesting Siegbahn also many years after he
had formally retired. As a curiosity, it may be mentioned, that one of the
gratings manufactured at the institute was used by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, NASA, in its first Orbiting Solar Observatory.

Siegbahn considered international cooperation between scientists as a
matter of prime importance. During the Second World War, when most borders
were closed, the Nobel Institute for Physics served as a haven for several
foreign scientists, among them Lise Heitner. Immediately after the war,
international contacts were resumed. As before, Siegbahn sent collaborators
of his for studies at foreign laboratories, and scientists and students from
other countries came to work at the Nobel Institute for Physics.

In 1925, Manne Siegbahn was awarded the 1924 Nobel Prize for physics
"for his discoveries and researches in X-ray spectroscopy". He was member
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences since 1922, and of the Swedish Aca-
demy of Engineering Sciences since 1941. He was also elected to a number of
otter learned societies - Swedish and foreign - and he received several
honorary doctor's degrees. Among the distinctions conferred upon Siegbahn
may also be mentioned the Hughes Medal and the Rumford Medal, both from the
Royal Society of London (in 1934 and 1940, respectively), and the Duddell
Medal from the Physical Society of London (in 1948).

Siegbahn's life-long devotion to experimental physics was of utmost im-
portance for the development of physics research in Sweden. Among personal
qualities contributing to his success, were his power of recognizing the
potential importance of a new research field and his readiness to take up
new lines of research.

.. ,--,-,->- -,- j; •— v'..'̂ --.-"'*.-**'-*'
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Siegbahn was an imposing yet charming man, with great self-confidence,
quiet manners and humour. He was a man of few words - always to the point.
Those who were his graduate students remember his friendly and generous way
of guiding, advising and encouraging) at the same time demanding initiative
and self-activity.

Many are we - former collaborators and others - who feel indebted
to MANNE SIEGBAHN, The Research Institute of Physics will gratefully remember
its dynamic Director and outstanding Leader during the first 27 years of the
institute's existence.

Hugo AttzAtlng
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P R E F A C E

During the past year the construction work on the caves for nuclear

physics research in the new experimental hall has been completed. The cyclo-

tron has been started up again and the first beam was delivered to cave F in

the new area on 29 June after a shut-down of about 15 months. Work is now

going on to construct three more beam lines, two of which are expected to

provide beams during the spring of 1979.

A new mini-computer system has been bought from Digital Equipment Corpo-

ration and installed at the institute. The system consists of two computers,

one PDP 11/55 and one PDF 11/70, and additional hardware including an 88

Mbyte disk, a magnetic tape station, two dual floppy disk units, two display

units with light pens, a line printer, two DEC writers, a Versatec plotter

and five remote display terminals. The 11/55 computer will be used for on-

line data acquisition, interfaced to the analog electronics via a CAMAC sys-

tem, while the 11/70 computer will mainly be used for off-line computations

§¥ and analysis in a time-sharing mode.

The experimental nuclear physics program has naturally been hampered by

the shut-down of the cyclotron. The first experiments in the new hall started

in the beginning of October, and by the end of November the nuclear physics

activities are in a period of steady expansion, in parallel with continued

technical development. During the main part of the year, experiments with

participation of nuclear physicists from the institute have been carried

out at laboratories in Uppsala, Abo, Ris4, Darmstadt and Orsay.

The studies on possible accelerators to replace the present cyclotron

in the future have resulted in a preliminary proposal for a 500 MeV super-

conducting cyclotron, which has been submitted to the international referee

group presently reviewing Swedish experimental nuclear physics.

The collaboration with the CERN group studying exotic atoms has contin-

ued. The main effort of the group has been focused on the construction of

an improved system for detection of several hundred MeV y-rays emitted in

the transition of a pp atom to deeply bound baryonium states. Data taking

with the new equipment is scheduled to start in December 1978.

The activities of the group working in the field of atomic physics at

the 400 kV accelerator show a clear trend towards studies of reaction phe-

nomena occurring in collisions of ions with solids and gases. This is in



line with the recommendations recently given by the international evalua-

tion committee on Swedish atomic and molecular physics in their report of

1978-02-24. In one investigation one has for the first time observed coher-

ence effects in the collision of protons with He, Ar and O2 gases, so-called

Eck beats.

The construction of the new high-power electron accelerator for research

in time-resolved precision spectroscopy of atoms and molecules has been com-

pleted. A new resonance collision transfer process has been discovered which

leads to an apparent increase of some molecular lifetimes with increasing

gas pressure. This effect may have a great influence on molecular spectra

of astrophysical origin.

The fusion-related experimental program of the surface physics group

has continued with an emphasis on the work done in collaboration with the

Institut fur Plasmaphysik, KFA, Jiilich. In order to be able to perform in

situ sputtering and thin film migration studies, a new ultra-high-vacuum

chamber is being connected simultaneously to the new 100 V - 10 kV low-energy

accelerator and the 2 MV Van de Graaff accelerator.

As 1978 is drawing to an end, the institute is in several areas passing

from a period of mainly technical development into one of research with im-

proved equipment. With this in mind, we .are looking forward with some excite-

ment to the challenges of the coming year.

During this year Professor Hugo Atterling retired after nearly 40 years

at the institute. At the end of the thirties he assisted Professor Sten

von Friesen in the construction of the 80-cm cyclotron, and for several

years he was in charge of the accelerator. In the second half of the forties,

he led the group that designed and constructed the 225-cm cyclotron, and also

the subsequent development of this machine has been performed under his able

leadership. Since 1970 he has been Head of the Accelerator Division. We

wish to take this opportunity of expressing our appreciation of his outstanding

contributions to the research potential of the institute. Professor Atterling

will remain with us as a consultant, so we look forward to many more years of

fruitful cooperation.

Stockholm in November 1978

Jan. Btomqvl&t
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3. RESEARCH REPORTS

3.1 SURFACE, ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS

3.1.1 CURRENT RESEARCH ON SURFACE, ATOMIC AMD MOLECULAR (SAM) PHYSICS AT ATI

(M. Braun, P. Eraan and S. Hultberg)

The current fusion-oriented research program of the surface physics

group has been successful in obtaining experimental results relevant to

plasma-wall interactions. The areas studied so far have involved sputter-

ing, blistering and thin film migration phenomena. This work is supported

by grants from the National Swedish Board for Energy Source Development, and

is part of an association program with EURATOM. For the coming period, the

research program will be strongly coupled to the needs and interests of the

Institute of Plasma Physics in Jiilich.. This coordinated program involves the

determination of deuterium recombination coefficients and penetration studies

in stainless steel and inconel. These investigations are important with re-

gard to the particle balance in fusion confinement systems. It is also clear

that some of the plasma diagnostics, to be carried out in the future TEXTOR

machine in Jiilich, can be done within the ATI-Jlilich cooperation. Hereby

plasma-exposed samples are proposed to be analysed with the facilities avail-

able at AFI. Along with this coordinated program, the earlier initiated

sputtering and thin film coating experiments will continue. In order to per-

form in situ sputtering and thin film migration studies, the low-energy ac-

celerator (~100 V - 10 fcV) and the 2 MV Van de Graaff accelerator at the

institute will be connected to a joint UHV chamber. This rearrangement work

starts in the middle of October 1978 and will cause a two-month interruption

of the experimental work. If needed, the 80 kV heavy-ion accelerator will

also be connected to that system later on.

On Nov. 15, 1977, an evaluation report was produced in response to a re-

quest from the Swedish Natural Science Research Council (MFR), covering the

preceding three years of activity and suggesting future directions of work.

Several of the latter represent intentions to break away from previous tra-

ditions of mainly studying spectra and lifetimes, towards problems connected

with various phenomena occurring in the collision processes, when ions im-

pinge on solid targets and gases. This also coincided with recommendations

by the international committee elected to evaluate the report to the MFR.

Thus, we have studied molecular effects in thin carbon foils, intensity re-

lations bearing upon the excitation mechanism in thin solids, a case of pop-

ulation inversion in Zn and coherence effects in a gas target, and made a
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precision study of the spectrum of lithium. For the latter experiment a new

versatile vacuum chamber was constructed, together with a gas cell equipped

with plates for the application of an electric field. The coherence ef-

fects for He, Ar and 0 2 are the first of their kind ever to be measured

(so-called Eck beats with a gaseous target). Visits have been paid by E. Veje,

Copenhagen, I. Martinson, Lund and I.A. Senin, University of Tennessee and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the latter stay (5 months) being made possible

by a grant; from the NFR, which is gratefully acknowledged. Although we are

thus trying to push in new directions, "traditional" beam-foil work will be

undertaken whenever clearly motivated, and other groups are encouraged to

visit the 400 kV machine, if there should be a need for our particular equip-

ment in one respect or the other.

The research in timer-resolved precision spectroscopy based upon the

f High Frequency Deflection technique has revealed starMing new effects in

molecules in addition to continued new discoveries of radiationlcss transi-

tions. Thus very large increases of molecular lifetimes and line intensities

have been found in a number of molecules in cases where the parent level is

close-lying to some other molecular level. The effect increases with in-

creasing pressure of the target gas, but it can also be induced by mixing

the target gas with another foreign gas, such as rare gases or CO, C02, N 2,

etc. Among the rare gases, Kr gives the largest effect, while Ar, Ne, and

He show an influence in decreasing order. These results are interpreted as

a resonance collision transfer from the close-lying level to the studied

level catalysed by the foreign atom or molecule, where the needed energy is

extracted from the colliding particle. The strong dependence upon the polar-

izability of the catalyser gas suggests that long-range van der Waal forces

play an important role in these collisional transfer processes, which should

frequently occur in nature. During the past year the group has benefited

from a one-year visit by T.A. Carlson, Oak Ridge, Tenn., supported by NFR

and the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. The construction of the new high-

power electron accelerator is now completed and the machine has been utilised

since the fall of 1978.

3.1.2 RESONANCE COLLISIONAL TRANSFER, A NEW MOLECULAR PROCESS WITH HIGH

CROSS-SECTION

(N. Suric, 7. Erman and M. Larsson)

In view of large discrepancies between the oscillator strengths of the
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A-X (red) CN bands as determined by terrestial experiments or astrophysical

estimates, a nunber of time-resolved studies of this system was carried out

using the High Frequency Deflection (HFD) technique . As seen from Fig. 1,

the observed decay curves show a strange pressure dependence. The slopes de-

crease with increasing pressure of the target gas (C2K2), and the curves

look non-exponential. Similar effects are observed if the C2N2 gas is kept

at a constant low pressure (0.5 raTorr) while other foreign gases are added

to this target gas. Figure 2 shows the result when argon at 6 mTorr is ad-

ded; a drastic distortion of the decay curve is observed. On the other hand,

if helium at the same pressure is added, no distortion at all can be seen.

Figure 3 shows results from similar measurements of the pressure dependencies

of the relative intensities of vai;ious red CN bands. If the C2N2 target is

kept constant at 0.3 mToir, fcfce band intensities can increase continuously

with increasing pressure of the added argon gas, while the effect vanishes

if argon is replaced by helium.

We have now interpreted the findings of Figs. 1-3 in terms of a process

illustrated in Figuie 4. The higher v' levels of the CN A state are close in

energy (< 400 cm'1) to higher v* levels (Y) of the X (ground) state; in fact

NT
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FICCTE 1 Pressure dependence of •*« lifetime of the CM A-X (5,1) band.

FIGURE 2 Distortion of the CH A-X v* - 5 lifetime, when argon at 6 mTorr
is added to the target gas (C N ) .

FIGD1E 3 Variations of the intensities of some CM A-X bands, when argon
at increasing pressures is added to the ordinary target gas which
is kept at a constant pressure of 0.3 mTorr. The large intensity
increase, when argon is added, disappears when this gas is re-
placed by helium.
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FIGURE 4

Simplified diagram of resonance col*
lisional transfer, as described in
the text.

A(v'» 7) is as close as 80 cm'1 to X(v' • 11). Thus, when a foreign particle

approaches a CN molecule excited to level Y by the electron beam, a colli-

sion may take place which causes a transfer from Y to A. The strength of

the interaction depends partly upon van o'er Waal's forces, i.e. upon the po-

larizability of the colliding atom (molecule), and the energy required is

extracted from its thermal energy. The transfer may also proceed in the di-

rection A->Y but if this is less probable than the Y-»A transfer (i.e., if

the rate coefficient k A Y < k y A ) , there will be an increase of the population

of A which leads to an apparent increase in both the lifetimes and relative

intensities of the A-X transitions. With the notations of Fig. 4 we deduce

from the rate equations the following expression for the decay of level A

when we denote the population of levels A and B at t» 0 when the beam is shut

off with [A]o and [B]o, respectively:

Kt)
[Y]o/[AiokYA[Mj }exP-(AA X +kA Y[M])t

[Y30/[A]0kYAtM3
(1)

Concerning the relative intensity measurements performed with a continuous

excitation, the following expression is derived:

iqMl)TfroTT " (2)

where 0 V and 0. are the sums of the cross-sections leading to the A and Y

states, the ratio of which in first approximation can be written

W./U1. (3)
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The solid line of Fig. 3 shows a best fit for the experimental points using

'£ eq. 2 and certain values of the ratios k.-./A—- and Q fa.. The same values

are then introduced into (1) and the derived decay curves for various pres-

sures (1, 2 and 6 mTorr) are shown in Fig. 2. The best fit for the experi-

mental points is obtained by assuming a rate coefficient ky.~ 7 •10~1!cm3/s,mol.

This is a high rate as compared to most other transfer processes which are

observed at first at much higher pressures.

Thus the resonance collisional transfer is a startling new process in

molecules which should be abundant in nature. For instance in the atmos-

pheres of the giant stars, where the partial pressure of heavier molecules

like CO could be several millitorr, transfer processes could have a large in-

|- fluence on the measured absorption spectrum. Indeed, the oscillator strength

|)'; of the red CN band, which follows from studies of the solar spectrum, could

|. possibly be explained in this way. In the next contributions we will de-

-,': monstrate that the process in fact is rather common in molecules, in particu-

lar so in the case of perturbed levels, where our measured rate coefficients

are up to 103 times larger than in the CN case. Theoretical calculations

on the resonance collision process are in progress in collaboration with

the quantum chemistry group in Uppsala. Finely it should be strongly em-

phasized that these very high rate coefficients could hopefully be utilized

in a number of practical applications, for instance in the search for new

energy sources or new levels to be used for laser pumping.
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3.1.3 CORRELATION BETWEEN PERTURBATION AND COLI.ISIONAL TRANSFERS IN CO

(T.A. Carlson, N. Buric, P. Erman and M. Larsson)

The CO molecule was chosen as a suitable object for studies of the

recently discovered resonance collisional transfer process . The band

systems A-X, b-a, B-A and C-A were studied in high resolution. The aim of

the work was to check whether lifetimes and relative intensities of the two

first-mentioned systems, which are known to be highly perturbed, behave in

an anomalous way, while the two unperturbed systems B-A and C-A behave in a

normal way. Figure 1 shows levels studied in this work together with levels

that are perturbing the ;A and b states.

The following variables were evaluated in order to elicit information

A.'
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FIGURE 1

Level diagram for neutral CO
showing levels studied in this
work (heavy JUnti) plus some
levels that could perturb the
A'n and b 2l+ states (tight Unto),

10 , »
OF CATALYST GASfetf'Torr.) ,

FIGURE 2

Intensities, I, of various bands in CO as a function of the pressure of ad-
ded catalyst gases [M]. When argon is used as a catalyst, the largest varia-
tion is found for the b-a (0,1) band, while the A-X (0,3), (1,4) and (2,6)
also are affected in decreasing order. However, essentially no effect is
observed for the B-A (0,1 band and the C-A (0,2) band, nor is any effect ob-
served for any band when helium is used •» a catalyst. This experiment il-
lustrates the intimate connection between perturbations dependent upon the
properties of the catalyst gas.

on the nature of collisional transfer. Both intensities and lifetimes of

the emitted radiation were studied as a function of the pressure of the

target gas, CO. Intensities and lifetimes were also studied as functions of

added foreign gas pressure. These pressure functions were examined for each

excited state and for different initial vibrational levels. Figure 2 shows

the relative intensities for different transitions as a function of added
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catalyst gas pressure.

Lifetimes and relative intensities for a number of different A v - - 3

to -6 A-X bands, originating from v f " 0-5, we're studied. Some of the results

from the relative intensity measurements are shown in Fig. 2. These pres-

sure effects are explained by a collisional transfer from near-lying states

(see Fig. 1) to the A state. Using eq. (2) (in the preceding contribution)

and adjusting the parameters to make the best fit to Fig. 2, the following

results are derived:

" *YA ' 3.9X101*

- 3.5

To complete the analysis, use is made of the time-resolved spectra from the

pulsed excitation source. Figure 3 reveals calculated decay curves using

the above Ayy/ky,. and Oy/O. ratios and eq. (1) of the preceding contribution

for various pressures of added catalyst gas (in this case argon). Using the

zero-pressure lifetime A ™ listed in Table 1, the best fit between experimen-

tal and calculated decay curves is obtained for

• (4 + 2)10"* cmJ/(« • molecule)

•- (1.6 ±0.8)10' s~x

This rate coefficient, fc,., is very high compared to normal transfer rates
• 41

but not unreasonably high on theoretical grounds . Other catalyst gases,

such as He, CO2 and H2O, were used and it was shown that the transfer rate

can depend strongly on Che polarisability of the foreign gas.

The b-a system showed a similar behaviour as the A-X system (Fig. 2 ) .

A similar analysis gave in this case Oy/o^ ~ 5 ; A — - k_ • 3.2X101". This

suggests that collisional transfer takes place to b, v' - 0,1 from higher

3)

100

A'ir-x'i*

mUrr. ^NS.

w

FIGURE 3

Decay curve of the A-X (1,4) band
calculated from eq. (2) for pressure
of argon catalyser gas - 0, 2, 4 and
8 mTorr. Experimental points o are
for an argon gas pressure of 6 mTorr.

20
t ns«o

CO
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vibrational levels of the a' state (see Fig. 1). No pressure effect was ob-

served on the tine-resolved spectra indicating that

- 10"* cm*/(s • molecule)

It may seen peculiar that even if the transfer rate to the b state is at

least 40 times smaller than to the A state, the b-a intensities are even

more affected than the A-X intensities. However, according to eqs. (1) and

(2), the intensity variation depends only on the ratio Ky^/^^t while the

decay curve distortion depends on the absolute values of k ^ and A ^ .

The intensities from the B-A and C-A band systems were essentially un-

affected by added catalyst gas. Since neither the B nor the C state is

known to be perturbed, this was to be expected. The lifetimes, on the other

hand, are strongly affected by resonance trapping due to the large Franck-

Condon factors (qo*~
X - 0.988, q,^~X • 0.9918) and large branching ratios

to the ground state. In order to make a zero-pressure extrapolation, exist-

ing theories for the trapping process are used . The lifetime of the B state

(Table 1) is in agreement with earlier measurements. This is not the case

for the C state lifetime, where our value is a factor of ten larger than

that of earlier measurements. One explanation for this could be that the

zero-pressure extrapolation is very uncertain unless one makes use of the

trapping theory.

TABLE 1 Lifetimes of the A, B, C

v ' A Ml

0 11.9±0.7
1 12.3± 0.5
2 12.0± 0.5
3 12.5±0.5
4 13.3± 0.6
5 13.5±0.9

v1 BXZ+

0 26.5 ±1.0

1 21.4*1.5

and b state of CO

v« C 1 ^

0 12.0±0.9

vf b 3E+

0 53.7*1.5
1 64.6 ±2,0

Franck-Condon factors for the different transitions being studied were

calculated and found to be in agreement with earlier calculations except for

the b-a transition, where earlier calculations were based on less accurate

molecular constants, from the lifetime data and the calculated FC-factors,

oscillator strengths (f-values) for the A-X, 1-X and C-X transitions were dr

duced. Particularly for the C-X transition our value was in strong disagre
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with earlier measured and calculated f-value*. However, a recent polarisa-

tion propagator calculation (see the preceding article), which we consider

as far sore reliable than earlier calculations, fives f(C-X)(0,0) * 0.0185

in good agreement with our f • 0.0150.
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i: 3.1.4 RESONAHCE TRAMSFER TO THE B STATE » M,

| (T.A. Carlson, N. Buric, P. Erman and M. Larsson)

Recent studies on the time-resolved optical spectra of CM and CO have

revealed a process which we call resonance collisional transfer. This pro-

cess has been described in the preceding two contributions, and it suffices

here to point out that resonance collisional transfer occurs when a molecule

in state Y. is transferred to another close-lying excited state A by means of

a collision with a catalyst molecule or atom. As can be seen from Fig. 1,

V,: the excited state BJJI_ in the Ma molecule is lying close in energy to a num-

t ber of other excited states. Since a number of earlier Observations ~ in-

{•• dicated that collisional transfer might take place, we decided to study the

fg B 3n»-A 3 £ u transition and hopefully gain more information about this pro-

I c«..4>. *

55- W

%
70j H ZZ ~ . ~ ~ -ZZ Energy level plot for the I
I s *ZZ — o stat* of W,, together with
' — —- *— o — other levels that are possible
I — __ . candidates for resonance col-
! — «-_• lisioaal transfer. Dotted
! — — line indicates the energy for
I o-~ — o~- ^ predissociation of the B state.
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N2 B-A (12,8) 1

'"*"••... n=16mTorr I

9.8 kHz }' ", p*0.6mTorr

FICTKE 2

Decay curves for the B-A (12, 8)
transition in M2, shown for 2
different pressures of W2, The
data have been recorded at 9.8 kHz
sweep frequency using the HFD tech-
nique. At low pressure the life-
time recorded is 4.6 us. At
16 aTorr the apparent lifetiae
has risen to about 11 ys.

CHANNEL

Data were taken on the bands fro* the first positive system in M2 (B-A)

using the HFD technique. Both intensities and tiae-resolved spectra for the

different vibrational bands from v* • 2 to 12 were detemin*d »B a function

of N2 pressure or added catalyst gas (He, Me and Ar) pressures. Since the

lifetimes are in the ys-range, the effect of diffusion on the lifetiae has

to be taken into account. According to existing theories , however, the

effect should produce a shortening of lifetime of no More than 5 Z for the

B state and could thus be ignored.

Figure 2 shows decay curves for the (12,8) transition, recorded at

high (16 aTorr) and at low (0.6 mTorr) pressure. The apparent lengthening

of the lifetiae with pressure suggests a behaviour noted earlier with CM and

CO ' , nitrogen acting as an auto-catalyst to affect resonance collisional

transfer between some aetastable state and the B state. Strong pressure ef-

fects were also observed for the v1 • 6,7 and 11 levels, while essentially no

effect was observed for the v*- 2,3, 4,5, 8, and 10 levels. To test the hypo-

thesis of collisional transfer the nitrogen was kept at constant low pressure

(0.6 «Torr), while rare gases were added. Ar increased the apparent lifetiae

to approximately the saae degree as did nitrogen. A pressure dependence on

He was also noted but was auch lower than Ar, while essentially no effect

was observed with He. This is consistent with earlier observations **'',

and it seems' safe to state that the important paraaetcr for this process is

the polarliability of the rare gas. Unfortunately, studies with Kr were

frustrated by the strong overlap between the atomic spectra of Kr and the

bands of interest in nitrogen.

Pressure studies of the relative integrated intensities for different

peaks in the emission spectra yielded a similar result, as exeaplified in

k
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The intensity of the B-A (12,8)
transition in M», I([M]), rela-
tive to th« value where the pres-
sure of Mz is 0.6 aTorr, I([0.6]),
plotted as a function of catalyst
pressure, [M]. The effect of
adding different rare gases is
given by the dashed lines for He,
Me, and Ar. To compare the auto-
catalytic effect of Mx to that
of the rare gases, the data ob-
tained with increasing nitrogen
pressure are Multiplied by
10.6]/[M] to correct for the in-
crease in signal due to the in- '
crease in target pressure.

Fig. 3, that is an increase in the intensity of the B-A transition with ad-

ded catalyst gas. Again the Magnitude of the effect is dependent on the

polarizability of the catalyser. The sensitivity of the initial vibrational

level to the addition of catalyst gas was not as large for the peak intensi-

ties as for the Lifetimes, although, in general, higher v' levels gave larger

effects.

From expressions given in previous articles and using the experimental

data, one can deduce the collisional transfer rate, k ^ . However, several

assumptions have to be made and the transfer rate can only be roughly esti-

mated to

M 10"11 cm»/(s • molecule) (1)

This rate is for the vf - 6,7, 11, and 12 levels, while the rates to the

levels v' * 2, 3, 4, 5, S, 9 and 10 are an order of magnitude smaller. The

determined rate coefficient is similar to that found for collisional trans-

fer *' to the A state in CM, but two orders of magnitude smaller than the

transfer rate 7) to the A state in CO. >

The concept of collisional transfer'to die 1 state was introduced in

ref. *' to explain observed B-A emission spectra in the M2 afterglow. In

agreement with our own observations the vf • 6,11 and 12 levels showed the

strongest pressure effects. Mo attempt was made, however, to couple pres-

sure studies of intensities with pressure studies of lifetimes.

In some earlier lifetime investigations ' , multicomponent exponen-

tial decay curves were observed. The authors explained their observations

by the presence of highly improbable sources of cascades. More likely, the

complex decay curves arise from added effects of collisional transfer.

The sero-pressure'extrapolated lifetimes are in fairly good agreement
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8)with some of the earlier measurements, in particular so with data ' taken

at low pressure (~4 *10~7 Torr). Our lifetimes were converted to oscil-

lator strengths, yielding for the (0,0) transition

£(o!o) " (1.69 ±0.15) xlO-3 (2)
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3.1.5 MEW PREDISSOCIATIONS IN SiH AND THEIR USE IN DERIVING A NEW VALUE OF

THE DISSOCIATION ENERGY

(T.A. Carlson, N. fiuric, P. Erman and K. Larsson)

The hydrides of the elements in the fourth colum of the periodic table

fora an interesting and important group in the field of molecular spectro-

scopy. The lightest member,, CH, has earlier been thoroughly studied at this

institute , and it was during these studies the first, and so far the only

measured case of predissociation through direct vibrational coupling between

two attractive states was discovered. Since the electronic structure of

SiH is closely parallel to that of CH (see Fig. 1), one aay expect to find
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FIGURE 1

Potential curves of the A*A and X 2II
states in SiH and CH (tAoktn cutve4)
calculated using KleinHDunhaarHorse
potentials. Apart from a small dis-
placement in equilibrium distances,
the curves are r*ty similar* a fact .
that justifies parallel treatments of
the observed predissociations of the
A *A state in SiH and CH due to direct
vibrational coupling with X*II ground
state.
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a close resemblance in their behaviour. Spectra from the SiH molecule have

been observed in sunspots and in the phptosphere, and there is need for .

knowledge in astrophysics concerning the spectroscopy and forwition of SiH.

„ Laboratory measurements of the dissociation energy and oscillator strengths

V are thus necessary. A similar investigation as for CH has now been under-

taken for the SiH molecules.

The emission spectra are dominated by the Ay- 0 sequence of the

A Z A - X Z H system. Lifetime investigations were made on individual, rotation-

al lines, and in view of the spin-orbit splitting, for both the Fi and F2

spin-splitting components. Mo pressure effects or other distortions on

the decay curves were observei. Lifetimes for various vibrational-rotation-

al levels of the A aA state are shown in Fig. 2. The most striking feature

v> is the variation with v1 and N1 as well as the differences between the Fi

and F2 components. For v'-O, T(Fa) is nearly independent of N1, the aver-

age value being T * 518 ns. The same value was found for the Fi component.

For v 1* 1, T(H') is the same for both spin-doublet components up to N'S 11

with an average of T» 594 ns. For M 12 12 a sudden decrease is observed,

particularly for the Fi component. The levels of v'» 2 have still shorter

lifetimes, around 1(0 ns. This decrease in lifetime is interpreted as an

earlier unobserved predissociation of the A *A state due to direct vibration-

al coupling with the X*II ground state* From the relation

A n r<v\lT) » I/T***^',!!') - I / T * * 1 ^ ' , * 1 ) (1)

the predissociation rate Anr(v',K') can be estimated, provided that the ra-

diative lifetime T (v',Mf) is known. For reasons given later, it is

FICTJKI 2

Measured lifetimes of various rota- ,.. • .?DbH

tional levels If* of the Silt A*Astat« i T ' *T •' ' ".:
v'«0,l, 2 with indicated error liar 7 ,".••• *' "' * >
its. For comparison, the lifetiae jj t ' '>•
results of the analogous A *A state in n\ a-> •
CH are also included (bftofctH CJUKVU). *]•
As discussed in the text, this comma- i
rison suggests that the suMan life- i »«o v«i v<2
time decrease in Si! at vV- 1, H1 - 12 • ]
indicates the dissociation limit in' "!
the same way as in C!l. From this j ^ < - ;
J>1 (lil) is determined with o u or- » *- 4 .. ,. ,.. 4
der of magnitude higher accuracy as
compared with earlier estimates. Tfce previous most frequently used value
of D* (t 24*t0 cm"1, T«rsw 1M5) wenld correspotkl to a lifetime decrease al-
ready at v - 0 , M'- S and a shortenimg of all the vi 1 lifetimes.
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assused that levala below v1 • 1, Nf - 12 art. not subjected to predisaociar

tion. Thia aeans that T ^ C v ' - 0,1, Mf 6 11)- Trad<Tf - 0,1, Hf < 11), and

froa thia relation knowledge about the transition aoaent variation with inr

tcrnuclear distance is derived as

0.217 - 0.0962 r (2)

Using this relation, the oscillator strength for the (0,0) transition is

determined •• f(0,0) - (4.9S10.15) xlO'1. Froa eq. (2) T ' ^ V 1 - 2) is

trapolatcd, and froa eq. (1) Anr(v*« 2) is estimated. These predissociation

rates are listed in Table 1.

TABU 1
Measured predissociation rates
(a*1) of various rotational
levels Hf of the A aA state
< ' 2 )

V1

I

2

• '

12
13
14

15
16
17

18

3-7

A n r x ]

< 0.6
<0.6

3.0 ±0.6
2.6 ±0.6
3.4 ± 0.6
4.1 ±0.6
4.4±1

50 ±5

F,

0.7±0.
1.7±0.
3.4 ±0.
5.S±0.
7.9 ±0.

50±5

5

6

6

6

7

To justify ths assuaption about what kind of predissociation ia taking
place, it is an advantage that we have already studied the analogous case
of the CH A*A -X an predissociation. Figure 2 reveals the variation of
T(V',M') with N* for both SiH and CH, and it can be seen that the onset of
predissociation behaves in a siailar way. For CH an accurate value of
D0*(CH) is known froa another inforaation source <the rotational predisso-
ciation of the B state) and thia value corresponds to a dissociation liait
for the ground state close to v1 • 1, H1 • 11. According to Fig. 2, a short-
ening of the lifetiac is observed exactly at this point. Froa this we con-
clude that the sudden lifetime change at the SiH A state v' - 1, M' - 12 is
due to the onset of predissociations in the saae way aa for CH, and the
derived dissociation energy is: .

D0*(SiH) - 26950 ± 206 ca"
1 3.3414 ±0.0250 eV (3)
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This value is higher than the earlier most frequently used value
Do* £ 24680 cm""

1 (ref. *'). That value was derived from an observed pre-
dissociation of the B2I+state at v'« 0, N1 > 2. The interpretation of the
origin of this predissociation is, however, less plausible. A more care-
ful analysis, involving a comparison with an analogous case in CH, shows
that the break-off in the B state absorption spectra gives an upper limit
of Do° (SiH) M high as 30980, which does not contradict cq. (3).

Finally, it should be pointed out that the predissociations of the
SiH A*A state make possible the formation of SiH molecules via inverse pre-
dissociation (preassociation). This process has been discussed for the ana-
logous CH case and could be important, for instance in the interstellar
production of SiH. From the present results it follows that the preassocia-
tion rate y(T) of SiH should be of the order of 10~" cmVs"*1 at T- 100 K,
a typical temperature of the interstellar medium.
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3.1.6 PRECISION WASUREHENT OF THE PREDISSOCIATION RATES OF THE OH A ZZ STATE

(J. Brzozowski, P. Erman and M. Lyyra)

Although time-resolved studies have been performed earlier of this well-
known predissociatioh, these have been hampered either by a moderate spec-
tral resolution or the limited range of rotational levels reachable in laser
excitation works. We have, performed an extensive set of measurements of
108 different rotational levels of the OH A state (v- 0- 2) at high resolu-
tion, using the HID technique . The results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 indi-
cate an onset of predissociations caused by the repulsive a T"state at
M» » 22 - 23 for v 1» 0 and N1 -13 - 14 for v* - 1, while all the v1 - 2 levels
are above the limit. From the measured levels of the v' - 0 progression be-
low this onset, the variation of the electronic transition moment has been
estimated to be

V - • * { ' - <0.70 * 0.02)rv,jVn> y% y1, J

From this relation the radiative lifetimes Tr(v\Nf)' for levels above the
predissociation limit have been extrapolated and the predissociation
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caused by the X (ground) state. Since the formation of OH molecules at

low temperatures via inverse predissociation only can proceed via A ~ X in-

teraction (and not A~a) our results put an upper limit to the formation

rate Y(T) of OH, for instance in the interstellar medium. At 100 K we

find Y(100 K, OH) < H T 1 ' cmJ a"1 which is an almost two orders of magni-
2)

tude lower rate than what is estimated for the analogous formation pro-

cess of CH.
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3.1.7 DETERMINATION OF RESONANCE ENERGIES AND NONRADIATIVE LIFETIMES OF

ROTATIONALLY PREDISSOCIATING DIATOMIC MOLECULES: THE B 2£~ STATE OF CH

(M. Hehenberger* and N. Elander)

Predissociation in diatomic molecules has been studied experimentally

for some time in this laboratory. The least complicated predissociation

process is that of barrier penetration. The B 2T" state in the CH radical

offers a nice example of this problem. A number of theoretical methods are

currently being used for the determination of resonance energies and widths

in barrier penetration problems. In this work ' we compare a method by

2̂  3}

LeRoy and Bernstein ' with the Weyl-Titchmarsh-Riccati technique '. The

former is based on the use of a discrete outer boundary condition to obtain

resonance positions, E r e g, and semiclassical calculations of the widths, I".

In the latter the spectral density is calculated via Weyl's theory for sin-

gular boundary-value problems and numerical analytic continuation across

the real axis to locate the complex poles, E r M - il72.

Consider the one-dimensional problem;

•"(R) + CE-V(R)] «(R) * 0 (1)

in the potential given in Fig. 1. If OcEtiVatx a particle characterized

by the wave function • may penetrate through the classically forbidden re-

gion and thus escape from the attractive inner potential well. When E»V(R)

we deal with a classical turning point. At the rightmost turning point,

we may use a Taylor expansion around R o t p

E-V(R) " otp>(!l)
R"*otp

; i'.
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leading to the approximate form of problem (1).

*» 0 ; a2 » (-*»<*) + «2<R-Rotp> (3)

This i s recognized as Airy18 differential equation which has the following

solutions:

Asymptotic expressions of the solutions for R < R show that Bi has the

physically relevant properties. Combining this outer boundary condition

with the usual requirement of regularity at the origin, Cooley's 2nd order

algorithm can be used to achieve rapid convergence of the resonance en-

ergies. The approximations made, the neglect of higher order terms and of

the influence of the region outside Rot_» do not seriously affect the ac-

curacy of E as long as the width of the resonance is small, i.e. for re-

sonance energies well below the maximum of the potential, V .

Heyl's theory requires numerical integration of both the linearly inde-

pendent solutions from some inside matching point until a distance is reached

at which the logarithmic derivative of the asymptotically decreasing solutions

can be evaluated to the required accuracy. A Riccati expansion is usually

used for this purpose. This information is used to compute the Weyl-Titch-

marsh m-function which can be continued analytically to yield the desired

resonances.

in

CM"'
x 10'

ECJS).

CH B*r F, - COMPONENT
CALCULATED POTENTIAL
ENERGY CURVE

CI1.G)

T T T Mmk
FIGUM 1 The CH B V Fi component, IKD-calculated potential energy curves

for the rotational quantum numbers N - 0 (rfott cuUve), 6, 15 and 19.
The positions of some of the energy levels are indicated.
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When compared to the LeRoy-Bernstein method, Weyl's theory has certain

drawbacks. It requires numerical integration to larger distances and of

both solutions. This is a particularly severe handicap for very narrow re-

sonances. On the positive side, however, it may be noted that normalization

is irrelevant. Weyl's theory becomes increasingly efficient, but not less

accurate, for broader resonances.

The main purpose of the work reported here was to test the reliability

of the faster LeRoy-Bernstein-Cooley method for future use in the analysis

of experimental resonance data. Special attention was given to the experi-

mental work done on the 3 2 Z ~ state of the CH radical done at this institute .

An iteratively-constructed model potential which yielded back all bound

levels to an accuracy of at least ±0.2 cm'1 (25 ueV) was used as a test.

The resonance energies compiled with the LBC method were found to agree

very well with those of Weyl's theory as long as E is well below V

The errors in the lifetimes, however, are somewhat larger. The fact that

the LBC method gives E that are too large and T that are too small for

this potential should not, however, be extrapolated to a general conclusion

about the method. Othev tests show that deviations may occur in both direc-

tions. This uncertainty in the LBC results merely provides yet another rea-

son for having available the rigorous Weyl program even though it is less

efficient jy a factor of 2-3.

* Quantum ChemisLry Group, Uppsala University, Uppsala
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3.1.8 MODEL POTENTIAL STUDIES OF THE PREDISSOQIATION IN THE A 2A AND B ZZ~

STATES OF THE CH RADICAL

(N. Elander and M. Hehenberger*)

Recently an experimental HFD study of the A 2A, B 2Z~, and C zl* states

of the CH radical was made at this laboratory. In the publication of that
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work (hereafter referred to as paper I) it was mentioned that a theoretical

investigation of the observed phenomena was in progress. One preliminary

study of the predissociation in the B 2Z~ state has since been published .

There were essentially two interesting, features that were reported in

paper I: the already-mentioned predissociation of higher rotational levels

Js

FIGURE 1 The electronic potential energy curve of the B 2Z~ is constructed
in three regions: the XRKD region, the quadratic region and the
long-range region.
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in the B 2£~ state and the accidental predissociation of the spin component

of some rotational A 2A levels* It was argued fro* symmetry considerations

that this latter A 2A predissociation is indirectly caused by the B 2Z~ state.

Formally, the interaction can be described as a second order interaction

matrix element:

where E. and E R are the respective term energies of the specific rovibronic

A 2A and B 2£~ levels involved.

Expression (1) indicates the pathway to be followed in a detailed in-

f'S- vestigation of this interaction:

%: 1) The electronic interaction between the three states must be analysed.

I; 2) The energies of the rotational levels in the B2£~and the A2Amust

r ; be compiled.

The analysis of the electronic interaction was done by traditional
2)spectrcscopic methods as presented by Hougen . The term energies for the

A 2A state were taken from a recent work by Botterud et al. . Only the

B 2E~ levels remained then.

Absorption spectra of the CD and CH B 2Z~ states have been recorded by

Herzberg and Johns . An absorption line will appear in any case where

' there is enough transition probability between the lower and upper levels.

'• The highest level thus indicates the lower limit for the barrier maximum. In
: the same sense it can be said that the first level unobserved but expected

from the term formulas indicates an upper limit for the barrier maximum.

This does not mean that the B22T state has a structureless spectrum above

its last level observed spectroscopically. Indeed, molecular beam studies

- show broad resonances far above those spectroscopically observed for several

molecules.

. The Weyl-Titchmarsh-Riccati theory makes possible the treatment of

the bound states, the quasi-bound states, as well as the pure continuum

states for a given potential energy curve of a diatomic molecule's electronic

I state. Bound states as well as relatively sharp resonances can be treated

•;• with good results with the approximate LeRoy-Bernstein-Cooley method as

t' •• ' was shown in the previous paper.

v In the present paper we report a new iterative Rydberg-Klein-Dunham

r- (IRKD) method for the calculation of diatomic potential energy curves. The

§ use of the spectroscopically-extrapolated potential energy curve minimum
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(Te, re) as input has been a weak point in earlier KKR-type methods. As

several investigators have shown, this is not a correct input. In this work,

the minimum point (Te,re) is taken as a parameter that is varied until the

best potential energy curve in the least square sense is obtained. It is

the curve that best reproduced all the observed rovibrational levels that

were used to derive them. It has been shown that the calculated levels

for the CH+ %1Z* (ref. 7 )) and CH B 2Z" states differ from the observed terms

within the experimental accuracy.

The B ZE~ state is special in the sense that the non-rotational curve has

a barrier. Several suggestions concerning the origin of this barrier can be
8)found in the literature . The hypothesis which we consider the best is

that the barrier is a result of an interaction of the neutral C (3P) + H (2S)

and the ionic C* (1s22s22p3, 2D) + H+ and H~ states. This crossing would

therefore best be described by diabatic potential energy curves.

Since the IRKD potential energy curve described above is of adiabatic

character this treatment is not direct. Instead the IIKD curve has been ex-

tended into the barrier and long-range regions with a semidiabatic treat-

ment, as indicated in Fig. 1. The influence of the higher ionic state on

the lower state is damped as the IRKD region is approached from greater

internuclear distances. Data for the long-range form of the B 2E~ potential

energy curve is taken from polarizabilities and from theoretical calcula-

tions. The height of the barriers can be varied between 600- 1000 cm**1 over

the dissociation limit of the B 2Z" state without affecting the quality of

the "fitted" IRKD region. Thus the height of the barrier is determined so

that the calculated non-radiative lifetimes agree with those determined ex-

perimentally. In this case only two such experimental lifetimes could be

obtained . Of course, more experimental data give a better chance for

determining the outer limb of the barrier.

The spectral density above the dissociation limit has been calculated

using the Weyl-Titchmarsh-Riccati theory . The resonances that would af-

fect the A 2A v 1* 1, N-17, 18, and 19 rovibronic levels lie too high, as

is obvious from Pig. 2. When all are shifted down by the same amount of

energy, they do indeed give rise to the experimentally observed accidental

predissociation pattern.

The reason for the too high energy of these resonances is obvious. The

ionic a2E~state is neglected when solving the state equation.

The methods developed to study this effect are quit* general and can be

applied to the study of any type of tunnel effect predissociation. There-

fore it is desirable to develop a general theory that takes all the inter-

acting states under consideration. A formal development of this theory is

given in the following contribution.
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FIGU1E 2 The accidental predissociation of the A aA Y ' « 1, M- 17, 18 and
19 rovibrtmic levels. The resonances of the 12E state that
would affect, these levels lie too high. When shifted down by
the saac eaount of energy, they do indeed give rise to the ex-
perimental ly observed predissociation pattern.

I.

In susmry, a new Method has been developed for obtaining accurate

diatoaic potential energy curves. Together with Weyl-Titchmarah-liccati's

theory, it has been shoyn to accurately reproduce the near continuua spect

* Quant™ Chemistry Croup, Uppsala University* Uppsala
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3.1.9 WEYL'S THEORY FOR A SYSTEM OF COUPLED SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS AND QUASI-BOUND EXCITED STATES IN DIATOMIC MOLECULES

(M. Hehenberger*, E. Brlndas*and N. Elander)

In the previous report the continuous spectrum of the B 2Z~ state of

the CH radical was discussed. When that study was begun, no methods for

solving singular second-order differential equations were available. It

was decided that an adiabatic picture in which the influence of the other

states was neglected might accurately describe the system. It was found

that the quasi-bound levels, well under the barrier maxima, were accurately

pictured by this adiabatic single state model. Quasi-bound levels in the

vicinity of and above the barrier maximum were decreased with increasing

energy, indicating the influence of the higher neglected state (Eu(R))

(see Fig. 1).

The appropriate description requires a diabatic treatment. According

to 0'Mailey ' the rovibrational problem can be expressed as (we restrict

our treatment to diatomic molecules):

[Tn

where
Tn

is the nuclear kinetic energy operator. V,. -($,|H |$.)is a coupling

matrix element between the electronic states i and j. T*and T" result from

the action of the Laplacian operator on the product wave function t^K^ in

the total wave function:

• Cr.R) - £ «i(*,R)Xi(R) (3)

He have: .
7n*X " *7nX + * W * *V*

and thus

Mote that the matrix element in T.1. contains the operator V which is odd
ij r . . n

in parity and lacks rotational invariance. The T' and especially the T"

operators can in most cases be neglected. This approximation is called the

Born-Oppcnheimer approximation:

vJjXjCW (5)
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Now consider the possible effects if we define the previously arbitrary

electronic eigenfunctions to be stationary eigenfunctions of the electronic

Hamiltonian tft, i.e.

This is the diagonal or adiabatic representation. Consider again the B 2Z~

state of the CH radical. The non-rotational barrier, as Mentioned in the

previous contribution, is considered to originate froai an interaction of

the C(JP) + H(2S) 2E~ symmetry electronic state with the C" (1s*2s22pJ,2D)

+ H+ ionic 22T state. A proper description of the CH 2TT spectrum should

thus include both the I n (R) and the En(A) adiabatic potential energy

curves. Experiment and theory have so far only been capable of producing

the lower adiabatic electronic state, lu(») - our B 2E" state.

By using the adiabatic - diabetic transformation below the two adiabatic

potential energy curves, Eu(l) and EZ2 00 can be transforated into the three

corresponding diabetic potential energy curves: vu(R)» V2i (1) and

Eii(K) 0

0 En(l) *»<*)

where V is a unitary matrix.

What do we know and what can we assume at this point? The E u (R) is

the adiabatic I*E~ potential energy curve from the previous article. We

arc only interested in the spectral density close to the top of the barrier

of the E n potential. We can thus assume that the • » should affect the

spectrum much less than the Eti potential. Only an approximate description

of E22 should thus be necessary. The ¥ « is the dominant term in the long-

range, mainly adiabatic potential. Its form has been determined from the

experimental lifetime data, — was described in the previous paper. From

scattering theory we can assume that T n varies little with the internuclear

distance. (For a detailed analysis the reader is referred to the main re-

port 2).)

As has been indicated* it is possible to construct model potentials

that will include the I«(R) as well as the E n(R) adiabatic potential energy

curves in the solution of this kind of barrier penetration problem. He now

need a theory that is able to solve the second order coupled differential

equations that constitute the rovibrational eigenvalue problem. The Veyl-

Titchmarsh-Riccati theory, as applied to one-dimensional problems in the
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preceding contribution, has proved to be a rigorous tool for the location

of the resonances.

The extension to the coupled case ' allows direct calculation of quanti-

ties involved in a rigorous definition of spectral density. Consider the

system of equations:

-y" +wy - Xj
It can be rewritten as:

mm m

J

7'

^ • < _

TOUX T X P

fm mm

y.

y1

(6)

(7)

where

«aot - V - X • 1 and

All the matrices are square and of the order N. Such an equation system

possesses 2N linearly independent solutions for any given parameter X. A set

of linearly independent solutions at the point x • xo can then be defined by:

»(2)

t(2)'

JN)

<»>

0

1

• <

0

1

(8)

(9)

This defines a 2N * 2N solution matrix:

9

Equation (7) can now be rewritten *s:

«'(X;x) - Q(Xjx) Z(X;x)

We next define N general solutions ;;

(10)

(11)

(12)

and collect all the f * in an N xN matrix F. W* may now write:
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F

F
- Z

1

M
(13)

When N - 1 this matrix is closely related to the spectral properties of the

system. Now introduce a log-derivative matrix

B - (14)

where T is the matrix of the N linearly independent solutions T

B satisfies the Kiccati equation:

B' - <¥ - A- 1) - B *

, while

(15)

This equation fives rise to numerical difficulties for conventional integra-

tion methods at integration points where B is singular. A method that

circumvents these difficulties has, however, been given by Johnson . With

this method we can calculate the log-derivative matrix for any given initial

condition.

Divide the integration interval [a,b] into two parts [a,x«] and [x*,b].

Here b may well be infinity. The boundary conditions ere then imposed.

Usually we require the solutions to be regular at least at x » a , whereas

for x-b they have to show some asymptotic behaviour. If we assume that

the equations are uncoupled at x - b we can use a Kiccati expansion to ob-

tain the initial values of the matrix B . Now, denote the log-derivative

matrix B integrated from x*a by Ba(x«) and the log-derivative matrix

integrated from x « b to x « x , by B b(x s). From the above we have

and

Thus

Z(x.)
1 0

0 1

(16)

(17)

and "a ' (18)

as shown by Titchmarsh ' and Hclntosh ,

terised by the poles of:

- V«.)J

the spectral density is charac-

(19)
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t in A
Example of adiabatic and diabatic potential energy curves related to each
other through eq. (6). Full lines represent the adiabatic curves, dashed
lines the diagonal, diabatic curves.

Our task of finding the spectral properties of the equation systea (6) is

thus reduced to that of evaluating two log-derivative Mtrices.

To conclude, we now have the tool to study the entire continuous spec-

trum even in the case of an avoided crossing. Furthers©re, consider a

potential energy curve crossing of two electronic states with different

angular moaentusi component A. The different syssMtries iaply that the elec-

tronic interaction matrix element V.. in eq. (1) necessarily vanishes in

any representation. Thus T* must mediate a non-radiative transition be-

tween the two electronic states. Eq. (5) should in this case be generalised

to:

+ V..(M - El X.00 - - y|'V..X. - T\ T..1 X,. (20)

If only a two-state approximation has to be used, V.* can be omitted and

the Veyl theory for N coupled differential equations described above can

be used. Examples of such predissociations are found in almost any molecule

or radical at energies above the ground-state dissociation energy.

Work on the numerical applications of the theory presented here is in

progress.
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3.1.10 A BEAM-FOIL STUDY OF LITHIUM

(J. Bromander, S. Hultberg, B. Jelenkovic, L. Liljeby and S. Mannervik)

The aim of the present investigation is to provide an experimental

basis for further work on the level diagram of doubly excited lithium.

Efforts were made to obtain precise wavelengths for the Li I** transitions

by using well-known lines of Li I, Li II and Li III as standards. Care was

also taken to improve the resolution by the refocusing technique and to

obtain a scale of relative intensities throughout the wavelength region

investigated.

Previous experimental investigations of the Li I** system ' have

been based mostly on theoretical calculations by Holtfien and Geltman .
4 5) "However, later calculations * ' have shown that the excitation energies

of the 1s2s3p "P° and 1s2s4p "P° terms were too low in Holrfien and Gelt-

man's paper. This motivates a thorough revision of the term scheme by
2)

Berry et al. .

With a few exceptions, all previously observed lines in Li I, Li

Li II and Li III in the investigated wavelength region were seen. In

addition to the previously observed lines we did observe some new lines

that could be fitted in the Li I** level diagram and also around eight

lines that could not be classified, but possibly belong to the same system.

After the revision of the 1s2s3p HP and 1s2s4p "P term values, five

transitions classified as combinations with cither of these levels had to

be reconsidered, namely 8517 A (never observed in beam-foil spectroscopy),

5315 A, 4760 A, 3488 A, and 2801 A. In the present experiment we cannot
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observe 8517 A because it is outsidfc the spectral range covered. The
2)2801 A line was observed by Berry et al. as a very weak line and it is

not present in the new spectra. The 5315 A and the 4760 A lines have new

tentative assignments as Is2s4p "P - 1s2p4p *P and 1s2p2 *P - 1s2s4p HP,

respectively, while the rather strong 3489 A line remains unclassified.

Several closed loops have been investigated, and the new improved

wavelength values together with some new observations seesi to verify some

previous classifications. • •• •

2934.1 A — 1s2s3s *S — 4885.1 A>.

a) 1s2s2p "P

3714.3 A — 1s2p2 %P 3619.:

1s2p3s "P

b)

c)

After a suggestion by Hittaann and Andrl *>) « Li I** line was found

at 4885.1 A just resolved from the Li II line at 4881 A.

^3714.3 A — 1s2p* UP 2868.8

1s2s2p " P ^

^ 2 3 3 6 . 9 A — 1s2s3d "D — 5266*7 A"

2 ) • • '

This loop was suggested by Berry et al. and fits well with the ob-

served wavelength values.

^3714.3 A — 1s2p2 ^P 2460.4 A

1«2s2p * P ^

2039.6 A — 1s2s4d HD — 5395.6 A

2)

1s2p4d "

d)

This loop was also suggested by Berry et al

with the observations.

^,3714:3 A — 1s2p2 "P

1s2s2p "P

" 2̂336.9 A —• 1s2s3d "D — 4036.9 A"

and fits well with

2460.4

This loop is a combination of b) and c) involving, the very weak but

clearly observable line at 4036.9 A. .

A fifth loop has been suggested by Ahlenius et al. * including the

1s2s3p "P, 1s2s4p "P, 1s2p3p WP, and 1s2p4p "P tens. This loop was partly

based on a Li I** transition Basked by the Li II line at 5037.9 A. A closer

inspection of this Li II transition revealed another component at 5033.4 A

which could belong to the Li I** system. However, this wavelength does not

fit into the loop proposed by Ahlenius et al. ', and thus we have not been

able to verify their suggestion. Another way to check the positions of

1s2p3p "P and 1s2p4p HP would be to look for the transitions from these
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FIGURE 1
A high resolution scan of
the part of the Li-spectrua
where the two new lines at
4885.2 A and 5033.4 A were
found. The insert shows the
lines at 5033.4 and 5037.9 A
recorded with higher inten-
sity.

£900 5000 \(A)

levels down to 1s2s2p *P. These lines should fall in the vacuum ultravio-
let region around 1675 A and 1500 A. We have tried to observe these lines
but nothing was seen probably because of the strong Li II transitions at
1681 A and 1493 A which could completely mask the Li I** lines.

In a recent paper Bunge and Bunge have extended the theoretical cal-
culations to the 1s2snf T and 1s2pnf T levels and suggested that a strong
transition, 1s2s4f *F - 1s2p4f *F, should occur at 5486 A. This is very close
to the strong Li II resonance transition at 5485 A which probably completely
masks the Li I** transition. However, we do see a previously unreported line
at 5471.9 A which could be the suggested transition, but since the calculated
wavelengths for other transitions in ref. 6' are in much better agreement
with experiment, the 5471.9 A line might have another explanation.
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3.1.11 A STUDY OF MOLECULAR EFFECTS IN BEAM-FOIL SPECTROSCOPY

(I. Andreten*. 8. Hultberg, B. JelenkoviS, L. Liljeby, S. Mannervik and E. Veje*)

We have studied the optical radiation from the monatomic projectiles
following beam-foil excitation using beams of H+, Hf, H+, O + and 0 2

+. The
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radiation was detected immediately behind the foil in the wavelength inter-

val 200- 600 nm. The projectiles were energy-analysed in a 90° electrostat-

ic analyser after passage through the foil, and the accelerator high volt-

age was adjusted so that the initially different projectiles of the same

element had the same energy after the foil.

The beam current was measured by collecting the beam in a Faraday cup

downstream from the observation region with no foil in the..beam path. The

photon yield is in all cases referred to the same flux of incoming projec-

tile nuclei, i.e. H2
+ counts as two, etc.

r:

.1(1' Oil

41-

3p'

3ri 0 I I I

3p

1.4

1.2

3p OIV

100 155"
PROJECTILE

... ._ . . „ - _ . _ _ . J

ENcRGV. keV

PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER, n

FIGURE 1 (le.it) Relative populations of ns+nd levels in hydrogen as func-
, tions of the principal quantum number n, using various in-

coming ions.

FIGURE 2 (Jught) The ratio of the signals produced by 02
+ and 0 + beams at

100 keV and 155 keV for various transitions in OII, O III
and OIV. ; ,

v r
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We have observed an enhancement of the neutral fraction in hydrogen

cluster-foil collisions far in excess of what was expected at our quite

low energies .

The H2
+ beam overpopulates all levels by 7.Q X relative to the proton

beam at 25 as well as 100 keV. Similarly, H3 produces 45 X overpopulation

of all levels. The results can be explained in terms of screening of the

Coulomb repulsion between the cluster members inside the foil, so that the

thickness of the foil is effectively reduced, and the protons emerge rela-

tively close together. A similar effect would result if the second proton
2)is caught in the wake potential of the first proton and rides along

through the foil only about 0.5 nm behind, depending upon the velocity.

It is not possible from our data to distinguish between the two explanations

just given of the substantial molc'-'lar enhancement; a much wider velocity

range and especially experiments with much thinner foils would be required.

The observed nP power law for the relative populations in the neutral
3)fraction is equivalent to atomic collision data and indicates that the

foil encounter solely determines the charge state, whereas excitation is a

purely atomic phenomenon. Our oxygen data are more difficult to interpret,

but seem to follow the lines just mentioned. At our low energies we ob-

serve what appears to be an inverse molecular effect whereby molecular pro-

jectiles produce the highest average charge state.

* H.C. 0rsted Institute, Copenhagen
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3.1.12 POPULATION INVERSION OBSERVED FOR BEAM-FOIL EXCITED Znll LEVELS

(S. Hultberg, L. Liljeby, A. Lindgird*, S. Mannervik, S.E. Nielsen*, and

E. Veje*)

He are presently studying beam-foil excitation of Znll terms, the pur-

pose of the investigation being to tee whether experimental decay curves

can be reproduced from measured initial level populations and transition

probabilities calculated by use of the numerical Coulomb approximation 1}.

We have observed that the 4f 2F term in Zn II is surprisingly weakly excited,
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FIGURE 1
1 Relative population of Z n n

levels versus the effective
quantum number. The principal
quantum number is indicated
for each point.

3 - 5 5 7
EFFECTIVE QjAKT^ NJKsER. n*

the population of the 4f term being more than five times smaller than that

of the 5f term, and.also substantially smaller than Che population of the

5s 2S term. That is a result of inherent interest, since it is the first

time that a population inversion has been observed in beam-foil excitations.

At the same time, it is of general interest for the above-mentioned problem

of matching experimental decay curves with calculated ones.

The measurements were carried out at the 400 kV heavy ica accelerator

using a quantum efficiency calibrated monochromator. We found for all lines

studied, that the line polarization was very close to zero. Therefore, a

possible instrumental polarization was ignored in the measurements, and the

relative line intensities corrected for background could be converted into

relative level population by use of the relation 2)

Here, Nj is the relative populationof level j, S(Xj^) is the signal, nor-

malised to equal beam currents, of the optical transition of wavelength Xj k
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from level j to level k, K(A..).is the monochromator cuantum efficiency,

and A., is the transition probability for the decay from level j to level

k (calculated in the numerical Coulomb approximation).

The experimentally determined relative level populations of the

4,6,7,8d 2D terms and of the 5,6,7f 2F terms fall on straight lines in the

log-log plot in Fig. 1. This is in agreement with experimental data on He

(ref. 3 > ) , Li (ref. 4>, Be (ref. 5 > ) , and Mg (ref. 6 > ) . We note the low

population of the 4f 2F term in Fig. 1. It falls by a factor of 18 below

the value obtained by extrapolating the line to the position of n« 4, and

also, it is only 0.2 times that of the 5f 2F level.

The underpopulation of the, 4f term cannot be explained from uncertain-

ties. The spectral regions of interest were scanned several times and with

different foils, yielding the same value of the signals within - 10 X, and

the relative uncertainty related to the quantum efficiency calibration is of

the same magnitude. The decay curves were measured for the 4f levels. The

experimentally determined mean lives for the two 4f levels were the same.

The numerical Coulomb approximation lifetime was approximately 50 Z longer

than the experimental one. Besides the 4f - Ad channel, there is a channel

to the 3d94s2 2D term. This branch is not included in the calculated life-

time. The relative strength of this branch could not be measured with the

experimental setup, but spectroscopic data indicate that it is a rather

weak transition. Inclusion of the branch to the 3d94s2 2D term will improve

the agreement between experimental and theoretical lifetimes for the 4f term.

Therefore, we cannot expect the transition probabilities used in the data

analysis to be in great error.

We measured excitation functions for several Znll lines in the projec-

tile energy range 100- 700 keV and observed that all excitation functions

had the same energy dependence. Therefore, the relative Znll level popula-

tions shown in the figure do not change with projectile energy in the above-

mentioned energy range.

A similar population inversion has recently been observed for C 5 + ions
8)in helium gas , and also atomic collision theory predicts inverse level

population in charge transfer processes involving highly charged ions and
9)neutral target atoms .

* H.C. Orsted Institute, Copenhagen
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(Continued ...)
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3.1.13 RELATIVE LEVEL EXCITATION IN BEAM-FOIL EXCITED Li AND Be

(J. Brown

E. Veje*)

!<" (J. Broaander, S. Hultberg, B. JelencoviS, L. Liljeby, S. Manncrvik and

We have studied the optical beaa-foil spectra of Li at 210 keV and of

Be at 156 keV, 256 keV and 348 keV, in the wavelength region 200 na - 550 na.

By aeans of a quantum efficiency calibrated monochromator, it is possible to

determine the relative level populations, which yield information about pro-

jectile - solid interactions.

In Fig. 1 are shown the relative level population data as function of

I, the effective quantum nuaber, for various Rydberg term scries in Li I, Li II

£,' and Bell, in a log-log plot. We note that data for terms of the same series

£•. can be connected by a straight line. This is in agreement with earlier find-

| ings for beam-foil excitations and also for ion-atom collisions . It

i; may also have an explanation similar to the one adequate for ion-atom colli-

| sions, namely, that the excitation probability is determined primarily from

the amplitude of the final state wave function in the vicinity of the nucleus.

The relative population results are in Fig. 2 plotted versus the orbital

angular aoaentua quantum nuabcr. Data for levels of the same principal quan-

tua auaber are connected by broken lines. We note the strong population of

p levels, and mention that the Li results on relative scales fit earlier meas-

urements ' done with a projectile energy of 40 keV.

K The results in Fig. 2 substantiate earlier findings for the relative

\ population of s through f levels. Furthermore, the population of the only g

I level observed (8g *G in Bell) seems to be larger than that of the corre-

| sponding f level. (We were unable to observe the population of the 3f*F level

I in Be II. The datum point shown in a bracket for the 8f level in Fig. 2 was
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FIGURE 1

Relative level populations at
functions of the effective quantum
nuaber.

FIGOTE 2
Relative level populations as
functions of the orbital angular
Boaentua quantum nuaber.

obtained froa extrapolating the nf series data in Fig. 1.) It has recently
been found also in HgXI that the g level population is. bigger than that
of the corresponding f level , in agreement with the finding for Bell.

We conclude that the relative level population for levels of the same
principal quantum nuaber increases froa s to p, decreases from p to d, and
increases again when going f rom d to g levels, this is different froa the
systeaatics of ion^atoa collisions, which show a; peaking at d levels and a
low population of f and g levels «

* H.C. 0rsted Institute, Copenhagen
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3.1.14 MOLECULAR MODULATION OF H(n- 4) QUANTUM BEATS FOLLOWING SINGLE FOIL

EXCITATION OF H+, H 2
+, H3

+ BEAMS

(I.A. Scllin*, L. Liljeby, B. Jelenkovic, S. Mannervik and S. Hultberg

Contrary to the early findings of Bashkin et al. , which had apparent-

ly been confirmed in a more recent paper dealing with specifically molecular
2)effects , we find that double foils are not needed to excite quantum beats

when molecular projectiles (H2
+ , H3

+) traverse C foils, over the energy range

40 keV to 120 keV/nucleon. Successively weaker but definite and distinct

H(n» 4) beats are observed as H+, H2
+, H3

+ beams of equal velocity are se-

quentially used. It had been thought that the molecular fragments would per-

turb each other sufficiently severely to wash out the beat pattern owing to

their close proximity after single foil transmission. The reappearance of

the beats after transmission through a second foil had been attributed to

reexcitation of the independent fragments, when separated by macroscopic
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FIGURE 1 Molecular quantum beats following single-foil excitation.



distances. There is evidence in our data that selective, preferential

quenching of some beat amplitudes relative to others occur. Weak, neutral-

neutral* fine-structure, or 1-state Mixing interactions may be responsible.

It is plausible that the beats arise primarily from those collision events

in which all transmitted atosw emerge froa the foil as neutrals. If this

hypothesis is verified, the present technique presents novel possibilities

for selectively studying saall opening angle, neutral molecular fragment

interactions in ion-solid collisions. figure 1 shows typical beat patterns

for H *, H2
+ and Hj*. Quantitative analysis of the data is in progress.

* Permanent: address: University of Tennessee and Oak Kidge National Lab.
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3.1.15 OBSERVATION OF MIXED PARITY QUANTUM-BEATS IN L Q RADIATION CREATED

BY CHARGE TRANSFER IN BINARY ION-ATOM COLLISIONS

(I.A. Sellin*, L. Liljeby, S. Mannervik and S. Hultberg)

Using a quant beat technique, originated by Eck , collision-aver-

aged production of oscillating electric tiipole moments was first established
2)by Sellin et al. in an experiment concerning carbon foil excitation of

the hydrogen n» 2 states. In this experiment we investigate the formation

of such states in binary ion-atom collisions.

Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up. The 400 keV accelerator was

used to accelerate protons to energies from 70 to 300 keV. The proton beam

was passed through a ~0.8 mm thick gas cell followed by a homogeneous

electric field of 525 V/cm. The I^-light emitted from the beam was colli-

gated in a slit system and detected with a BX762 Bendix encapsulated chan-

nel tron, sensitive between 1150 and 1900 A. Normalization was achieved by

beam current integration.

The technique suggested by Eck depends on the use of electric probe

fields parallel and antiparallel to the beam axis to exploit the fact that

an excitation-coherence quantum beat signal is odd under field reflection,

whereas the field-induced beat signals are even. Subtraction of data taken

with antiparallel field from data with parallel field therefor* cancels

both decays of pure .states and field-induced beat-signals, leaving only the

desired collision-induced beat signal.
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the foil position.
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Figure 2 displays a direct comparison of difference signals for thin

He targets (*1 aTorr ca) and thin carbon-foil targets ' at the saae beaa

energy (186 keV) and field strength (525 V/ca). The two data i-*ts were

normalized so that the sum signals had the saae average intensities. The

solid curve drawn.through the He difference oscillations results froa a

least squares fit to the data of the fora A exp(-rt)cos(wt- • ) , added to a

second-degree polynomial background to Account for stray light occurring

when the downstream condenser plate is at negative potential. The fitted

frequency and daaping constant were u « 15.32 ±.06 GHz and T • 0.33 ±.05 ns"1,

to be compared to calculated values of 15.37 GHz and 0.31 ns**1 derived froa

an elementary 3 x 3 stark aatrix diagonalisation. The aaplitude of the beat

signal is 10 X of the average SUB signal close to the gas cell for the He

target, coapared to 7 X fpr the carbon foil data. This shows that the co-

herence is even stronger with a He-target than with a foil. Caution should

be used in interpreting the apparent difference in phase angle $ between

solid and gas target. The field penetrating the gas cell rises froa a saall

value to full intensity within a distance of about 1 aa, and during the cor-

responding flight-tiae the beat frequency changes from u, (zero field fre-

quency) to to. There is thus an apparent phase shift which is approxiaately

given by the time delay corresponding to half the gas cell thickness times

(<i)-u«). Using this crude estimate-an apparent gas cell centre position

can be inferred. This apparent position is indicated by the dashed vertical

line in Fig. 2.

Heasureaents of the energy dependence in several target gases are in

progress. A better definition of the field boundary will also be atteapted

by putting a fine aesh over the aperture in the upstreaa condenser plate.

* Feraanent address: University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Lab.
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3.1.16 LIFETIMES FOR L0W-LTHKJ LEVELS HI Znl and Zn II

(I. Martinsson*, L.J. Curtis*, S. Huldt*, q. LitzSn*, L. Liljeby, S. Mannervik

and 1. Jelenkovig)

A beaa-foil study of Znl and Zn II lifetiacs has been undertaken. The

lifetiaes were extracted froa high-quality decay curves, obtained under
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TABLE I Radiative lifetime* of some low-lying levels in Znl and Zn II

Tfuut&vUon WavUengtk

(A)

Lifetime of upper level (ns)

TKti ttiohk OtheK #
expefChmenti Tfeeo/uf

Znl*.

4s2 »S - 4s4p *P

4s4p 'P - 4s4d ]D

4s4p 3P - 4t4d 3D

Znll:

*• 2 S!/2 " *» 2 p3/2

4p 2P,., - 4d ''

4p 2P 1/2,3/2 - 5s '1/2

5. 2 S 1 / 2 - 5p
 2P 1/2,3/2

2139

6362

3345

2025

2099

2501,2557

7732,7588

1.33 ±0.07

20.5±1.5a

5.4 ±0.6

2.07 ±0.20

1.40 ±0.15

1.8 + 0.2

17 ±2°

1.45 ±0.15*
1.41 ±0.04'

21.110.4s

6.7 ±0.5"

3.0 ±0.3'
2.4±0.3 M

1.8 ±0.4s

2.0 ±0.2*

1.375

1.387

2.5110

2.0412

1.2912

122.48

15.4912

a Measured from cascades of the 4s 2-4s4p decay curves.
6 Measured from cascades of the 4p - 5s decay curves.

* Tkti table, givu iuAt a iw example* oj thioKVtical and othvi p
mtntal value*, tht numbeki in the&e. column* Ke.{en to the ttit o£

various experimental conditions.

Curve-fits using a computer were found to give unique decompositions

whenever the primary and cascade lifetimes differ by a factor of five or

more. The somewhat more complicated ANDC method ^ was applied to the 4p 2P

level in Zn II for which the cascading is; of a much more pronounced character.

Our beam-foil results confirm previous data for the 4s 2 'S - 4s4p lP re-

sonance transition in Z n l . Agreement is also satisfactory with previous

experiments for the 4s4p - 4s4d singlet and triplet transitions. For these,

as well as for other Z n l lines, new calculations seem to be desirable, how-

ever. ' •• "' " , • . .'/,. - ' -:;,\, •' ; ••:.
 ;'I ;.;.•••' .,' ••/.'.'.-,', :- ,--":,.•'.' '•, ' •..

In Zn II our new lifetimes are somewhat shorter than previous experimental
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value*. This i* particularly evident in the case of the 4p 2P level. Here

we not* a significant difference between our value and the majority of pre-

vious experimental results. The present study makes clear - not unexpect-

edly - that curve fitting and ANDC analysis (the latter takes care of

cascading in a such more direct way) may yield significantly different

primary lifetimes, whenever the cascading situation is complicated. Indeed,
2) 3)

there are several previous studies, for example refs. and , which ana-

lyse cases when aultipexponential fits to decay curves yield 20 - 30 % too

long lifetimes. With this fact in mind, the ANDC lifetime for the 4p *?

level in Zn II must be preferred. In other Zn II cases the decay curves

were easily analysed and the various components were found to correspond to

definite cascading levels. Such a result strengthens the belief in curve-

fitting data for the 5* 2S and 4d 2D decays. As a result of our Zn II stud-

ies the agreement between beam-foil lifetimes and those predicted by theo-

retical analysis has improved.
* Permanent address: University of Lund
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3.1.17 BEAM-FOIL STUDIES OF LIFETIMES IN CJtII and Cl III

(I. Martinson*, S. Mannervik and L. Liljeby)

We have used the 400 kV accelerator to measure radiative lifetimes of

levels in Ctll and Cit III. Earlier beam-foil measurements of lifetimes in

chlorine ' usually deal with relatively high ionisation states. However,

a few results for Ctll and Ct'III can be found in ref. 1*.' Recently a study

of lifetimes in C H I has been made, using a Ct+ beau excited with a gas
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TABLE 1

Comparison between theoreti-
cal and experimental life-
time* in C2III,

UppZA

Ad

Ad

4p

level

V

*p°

Mtan

Thlt> WKk

1

1

2.

,5 ± 0.1

5 ± 0.1

4 + 0.1

l .

l .

2.

(M)

81

62

26

target .

In a recent study of sulphur , lifetimes of levels with n» 4 in

SIII and S XV were measured. These were in good agreement with the theo-

retical values obtained by calculations based on the Coulomb approxima-
8)tion . The purpose of the present experiment was to check whether these

calculations hold also for the n- 4 levels in C&II and C£ III.

Lifetimes were determined for the 4p 5P and 4d SD° terms in C£II and
7) This is not surprising in viewthe preliminary results agree with ref.

of the purity of the Ctll quintet states. In Cl III the 4p "P° and UD°

as well as the 4d *D and ''F levels were investigated in the present work.

Here also good accord with theory can be established, MS illustrated in

Table 1.

* University of Lund
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3.1.18 ON THE QUARTET SYSTEM OF Bell

(B. Jelenkovic, S. Mannervik and I. Martinson*)

The first experimental studies of the doubly-excited quartet system

(1s2sn£ or 1s2pn& ^L) of Bell were undertaken several years.ago. Berry et

al. l5 classified the 1s2s2p UP - 1s2p2 *P transition (2324 A) and measured

the 2p2 "P lifetime. Additional classifications and lifetime measurements

were reported by Hontzeas et al. . Several "S and "D levels were located

in the latter work. Because of the wavelength uncertainties in beam-foil
I 4\

experiments ' the identifications were largely based on comparisons with

theoretically predicted level energies , for example the work of Hol«*ien

and Geltman.

Much interest has recently been focused on the quartet levels belong-

ing to the Li I sequence and several new theoretical analyses have been car-

ried out.

In order to extend the available experimental material for Be II we have

undertaken a new beam-foil study of this spectrum. Spectra (2000-5500 A)

were recorded using Be* ions from the 400 kV accelerator. To identify ioniza-

tion stages for new spectral lines, the spectra were taken at three different

ion energies: 150, 250 and 350 keV. The results are being compared with

earlier spectra, obtained with the 80 kV isotope separator. Although the

latter spectra, which were recorded by Hontzeas et al. ', were comparative-

ly primitive by present-day standards, the wavelength resolution is quite ac-

ceptable and a renewed investigation is certainly worthwhile.
4) 5)

Also the spark spectra of Johansson and L8fstrand are being in-

vestigated with the hope of obtaining accurate wavelengths for Bell quartet

transitions.

Our new preliminary results show a considerable number of previously un-

reported Be transitions.. As pointed out by Veje , several of these may be-

long to the Bell doublet system. These levels can.be calculated quite easi-

ly, using the data of Johansson . Recently, Larsson and Crossley have

performed calculations of the Be II quartet system. They confirm the "S and
2)0 assignments of Hontzeas et al. , while the experimental suggestion for

the 2s3p *P level must be revised.

A combination of present sp ctral studies with previous material is ex-

pected to solve several remaining problems concerning the Bell quartet sys-

tem. New lifetime studies, using the beam-foil technique are also scheduled.
* Physics Department, Lund University

(Continued ...)
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3.1.19 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPUTTERED Mo AND Ag DURING He+ AND Ar+

ION BOMBARDMENT

(B. Enroth, Th. Fried and M. Braun)

In this work the angular distributions of sputtered polycrystalline

molybdenum and silver during He* and Ar+ bombardment have been studied. De-

viations from Che cosine law have been found and also evidences for an ener-

gy dependence. It was also the intention of this work to explore the col-

lector method. A semi-circular collector was used. The sticking probability

and its dependence on the temperature of the collector were investigated.

Rutherford backseattering techniques (RBS) were used for the determination

of the amount of collected particles as a function of the sputter angle.

This method provides a quantitative and sensitive tool for surface elemental

analysis.

We have measured the number of collected particles for two different

collector temperatures: 300 K and 133 K. In both cases 40 keV Ar+ ions

were bombarding a molybdenum target. The bombardment doses were equal.

The result is presented in Fig. 1. It is evident that the ratio between the

number of collected particles in the two cases is very close to unity with

no significant angular dependence. This means that the sticking is constant

for the temperature range studied here. By integrating the measured angular

distribution over a hemisphere, and by comparing the total number of sputter-

ed particles thus obtained with previously measured sputtering yield values,

:' the sticking probability can be estimated. This integration gives a sputter-

t ing yield value of 1.7±0.2 atoms/ion for 40 keV Ar+ on Mo, and this value

Y is close to 1.5 atoms/ion, which has been obtained by Almen and Bruce 1 • for

\ 45 keV Ar+ on Mo. Therefore, we conclude that the sticking probability is

;, close to unity for the case studied here.

\ In Figs. 2 and 3 we present some of the measured angular distributions,
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FIGURE 1
The ratio between the number of collected
particles from two collectors at different
temperatures: 133 and 300 K.
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FIGURE 2 (a) The angular distribution of sputtered molybdenum after 65 keV
He* irradiation.

(b) The angular distribution of sputtered silver after 40 keV He*
irradiation. - ._, .

*

where Ar and He ions bombarded molybdenum or silver targets. As a guide

for the eye, a cosine curve has been included in the figures/ For the He+

irradiations on molybdenum, with the beam energy varying between 15 and

80 keV, all the measured distributions are close to a cosine function. One
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example is shown in Fig. 2a. The distribution curves for He+ on silver

tend to be somewhat sharper peaked, as can be seen from Fig. 2b. Ho beam

energy dependence on the angular distribution could be found for He4* bom-

bardment between 15 and 80 keV.

«0 60
cjtction anglt

W

FIGURE 3 (a) The angular distribution of sputtered molybdenum after 40 keV
Ar+ irradiation.

(b) The angular distribution of sputtered silver after 20 keV Ar+

irradiation.

1
I

As regards our results from Ar+ sputtering, the angular distributions

deviate significantly from a simple cosine function. This is seen in Fig. 3a.

It is clear that the process leading to this distribution is of a rather

complex nature. An attempt to fit the measured curve to some function is

therefore not feasible at this stage. It was found that the shape of the

distribution curves varies with the energy of the incident Ar+ energy. As

the beam energy was decreased down to 15 keV, the molybdenum distribution

profile approached a cosine-like curve. Angular distributions obtained with

different bombarding doses were also recorded, but no dose dependence on

the curve shapes was found.

Figure 3b shows the angular distribution of sputtered silver as a re-

sult of 40 keV Ar+ irradiation. It is evident that the distribution approxi-

mately follows a cosine squared function. Also in this case an energy de-

pendence of the curve shape was found, but i- iiis case the distributions

become more peaked towards. 0° as the Ar+ ion energy decreases. We have no
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explanation for this reverse beam energy effect, which shows the complexity
of the processes leading to deviations of the angular distributions.

At sufficiently high ion energies, an isotropic flux of recoiling tar-
get atoms is expected and only deviations caused by the interaction at the
surface should influence the angular distribution. At lower ion energies
(below a few fceV), the momentum distribution of the recoiling particles is
supposed to be anisotrbpic. This might result in additional deviations

from a simple cosine distribution in a relative order of (E,/E)
1/2

, where

Eo is the energy of the recoiling particles, and E the ion beam energy '.
This is in agreement with the results presented in Figs. 2 and 3. In the
He* bombardments, the energy of the penetrating ions is deposited at a con-
siderable depth below the target surface. This might explain why the angu-
lar distributions for He* sputtering are close to a cosine function for the
beam energies used here. For Ar* ions, on the other hand, we found quite
pronounced deviations from cosine-like distributions. This is consistent
with the fact that the deposited energy is concentrated closer to the target
surface than for He* ions, and anisotropic effects are expected. The energy
dependence for Ar* sputtering was observed in a narrow energy range (15-80
keV) and more definite conclusions have to be postponed until experiments
covering a broader energy range have been performed.

Surface irregularities may play a significant role, as they could be
of a magnitude too snail to be observed by SEM. As no dose dependence was
found, such surface irregularities are expected to be a characteristic prop-
erty of the original surface structure, rather than being induced by the ion
irradiation.

The angular distribution results are also applicable to measurements
of sputtering yields. The details of the distribution are of less impor-
tance in this case, and a smaller radius of the collector can be chosen.
The accuracy of sputtering yield measurements would be high, provided that
such effects as the sticking and nucleation on the collector do not compli-
cate the measurements. The role of nucleation of the deposited material on
the collector has not been thoroughly investigated as yet.
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3.1.20 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND SPUTTERING YIELDS OF INCONEL 601

DURING H e 4 BOMBARDMENT AT 300 K AND 775 K

(M. Braun, B. Eamoth and Th. Fried)

Inconel is planned to be used as a first wall material in the tokamak

designed for the JET project in Culham and in the TEXTOR machine in JUlich.

Du« to particle leakage from the centre of the plasma, there will be

ions impinging on the first wall which results in sputtering, thereby en-

hancing the impurity concentration. In general, most sputtered particles

are neutrals and they can enhance the radiation losses if they are allowed

to penetrate into the hot plasma.

Angular distributions and sputtering yields of sputtered particles have

been measured. Samples of inconel 601 were irradiated by 3 0 - 60 keV He*

ions. The measurements were performed at two different target temperatures

during the ion irradiation, 300 K and 775 K. The targets were also examined

by SEM.

The angular distributions and the sputtering yields were measured by

collecting the sputtered particles on a semicircular collector. The number

of collected particles was determined by RBS. With this arrangement all

sputtered particles reached the collector perpendicularly, and the scatter-

ing cross section is expected to be constant for all sputtering angles.

The main result is that the distributions are found to be close to a

cosine distribution. Deviations as a fuuetion o£ the target temperature

were also measured. Nickel as well as iron and chromium (the latter not re-

solved) follow the same distribution in the investigated dose region.

The results of the measurements presented here are useful for the

choice of a proper geometry of certain parts of the inner wall in order to

reduce the net flux of sputtered wall atoms.

3.1.21 DETERMINATION OF THE FRACTION OF SPUTTERED TUNGSTEN DURING A r +

ION IMPACT

I (B. Eamoth, M. Braun)

|tv Sputtering as a result of ion impact of solids has been studied in a

p. large number of experiments, many of these aiming at sputtering yield de-

I terminations. A quantitativetheoretical description by Sigmuhd ^ agrees

|: well with the experimental results. Some features of sputtering are, how-

|: ever still not well understood. One is the mechanism of secondary ion

I
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2)formation

A factor of fundamental importance is the fraction of charged second-

ary (sputtered) particles

where M ch total theis the number of charged secondary particles, and N

total number of secondary particles. Fig. 1 shows the experimental ar-

rangement used in this work* and Fig. 2 shows the result of an experiment*

where the two parts of the collector were kept at different potentials

(±1.0 kV). The fact that the negative part collects more particles is

due to two effects: First, the fraction of the sputtered particles which

is positively charged would be attracted by the negative part of the col-

lector and repelled by the other part. Second, the electric field influ-

ences also the Ar+ ion beam, so that it hits the target slightly off-centre*

resulting in a varying distance from the beam spot to the collector and

thus a difference in the surface density of collected particles. A cor-

rection for this was done for the points in Fig. 2. The very slight change

in the angle' of incidence is not expected to have any influence on the an-

gular distribution.

Figure 2 can be used in order

to find Rch, provided the following

assumptions are made. The collector

has a high potential compared to the

average energy (a few eV) of the

Ar*-btam

(7)1.0kV

FIGURE 2

30 »
tjtctitn angta

W-targtt

FICPRB 1

The collector arrangement during
sputter. The At* beam enters
from the top.

The result of an RBS analysis of
the inner part of the collector.
The ciACttA represent the number
of collected particles on the part
of the collector which was kept
negative/and the CMUU the num-
ber of collected particles on the
positive part.
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sputtered particles. Assuming that only a negligible part of the ions is

negatively charged, all charged particles will stick to the negatively

charged part of the collector. The sticking sight be reduced, but there

are evidences that for low energies the sticking factor is close to uni-

ty 3'*>.

With these assumption* we nay obtain a quantitative determination of

the number of positive, sputtered particles. The KBS method is used for

finding the surface density of collected atoms. It it important to note

that this determination is depending neither on the charge state of the

sputtered particles, nor on cluster sputtering. ti£ is found by multiply-

ing the difference between the curves in Fig, 2 with the corresponding area

element of the collector, while M ° * is found from the lower curve, inte-

grated over the half-sphere and then added to H' ,

Eye-fitted curves were used as a basis for the numerical integrations.

The charged fraction was found to be •

R c h - 0.03*0.01

where the error is mainly statistical.

In Ref. it was found that the charged fraction of sputtered tung-

sten, sputtered by a 12 keV Ar+ ion beam at 45° incidence, was 0.05. The

difference could be the result of improved vacuum conditions in our experi-

ment, or it might be due to a different angle of incidence.

This work was supported by the National Swedish Board for Energy Source

Development and is part of an association program with EURATOM.
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3.2 NUCLEAR PHYSICS

3.2.1 A HIGHLY RETARDED M1 TRANSITION IN **Y

(S.-E. Arnell*i A. Nilsson, 0. Skeppstedt* and E. Wailander*)

During an investigation of *7Zr by the §*Sr(a,3n) reaction we excited

as a by-product also levels in §iY, particularly the 48 min 8* isomer J

at 218 keV, In our search for possible delayed y-ray* in the ns to ys re-

gion we noted that besides the dominant long-lived part of the 208.0 keV

5~ •+ 4~ transition, which is fed from that isoaer, there was also a com-

ponent with a half-life of 99 ±11 ns. Since no prompt component was ob-

served (see Fig. 1), we ascribe this lifetime to the 208 keV level.

FIGURE 1

Time distribution of the 208 keV y-ray in
**Y, recorded during bombardment of *'Sr
by 51 HeV ot-particles. A constant level
of 955 counts per channel, representing
feeding from the ,48 min 8 + isomer, has
been subtracted in order to enhance the
structure. The prompt feeding of the 5"
level is only 10 X of the total. The part
before time zero was not included in the
fit.

HO m n

In analogy with the level structure of **Y, the main configuration of

the 5~ first excited state, as well as of the 4** ground state, should be

,"'. For the M1 part of the transition between these two states a
•2)shell-model calculation *' gives B(M1) - (27/80*) lg(Trp1/2)-g<

Effective: values of the g-f actors maybe derived from the well-known mag-

netic moments of JSYSO arid 3aSr|t9, yielding SCTO}/*') • -0.275;and g(vg9iV)

• -0.243. The near equality of these two numbers results in the rather

small expected rate B(M1) - 11 •'lOT5- \i£, i.ei 1.7 ?.'ioi* W.u;

From pur value of the half-life and the conversion coefficient given
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in ref. * (o^ - 0.04 ±0.01) we may now derive a B(Ml)-value in the range
(1.7 - 3.5) • 10"** lift roughly a factor of four smaller than expected. How-
ever, a change in one of the g-factors by less than 0.02 units (in the right
direction!) would be sufficient to bring out agreement, and such a small
Z- and/or N-dependence is quite reasonable (cf. ref. ' ) .

For the E2 part of the transition, a shell-model calculation gives
B(E2) - 2.48 (*cfg/«)

2 e2fm". An effective neutron hole charge ** of
-1.7 • e then yields B(E2) - 7.2 c'fm1*, while the experimental result is
3-9 e2fm\ A somewhat better determination of the mixing ratio could in
principle be obtained from angular distribution studies, but it would be
hampered both by the 48 min feeding from the 8* level, and by the uncertain-
ty as regards the attenuation of the alignment of the 99 ns isomer.

In **Y che 5""••*• 4" transition has been found " to be 30-90 times
faster than predicted. Thii was tentatively explained as being due to a

slight admixture of "P*/*1 Pi A v*9/$! in on* of th* •tat*g OT in hoth-
Apparently such an admixture must be very small in the case of *$Y.

* Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg
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3.2.2 LEVELS AND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN l20»li!2»l2S»«.»2«Sn AS

OBSERVED IN THE DECAYS OF In ISOTOPES

(B. Fogelbcrg* and P. Carl*)

Including a new isomer of >2>In, a total of 10 6-decaying isomers have
been observed in a study of even-mass In isotopes with A- 120-128, at the
OSIRIS facility at Studsyik. The work is now completed and has resulted
in comprehensive decay schemes for these isomers. All the S-decays turned
out to be highly non-statistical, i.e. most of the S-strength is concen-
trated in a few very strong,transitions, although the high Qfi-valucs (up
to 9 MsV for U lIn) permit population of a very large number of levels.
The strong ^-transitions are believed to be analogous to the g..2 -* g*/2
transitions in the decays of the odd mass In isotopes, and proceeding be-
tween states with the configurations shown in the table below.
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TAMI I Suggested two-quasiparticle configurations for the isomers of In
and for the states in Sn populated by predominant 0-transitions.

Identified
isomers in In

(«") i n — i n

3+ i n «*-i2iIn

4+,5* in "•-»"in t t |

1* in »«-»*ln

Initial config. in In

IT

Hn
Hn
hn
Hn

V

hll/2

d3/2

•l/2
87/2

I*

r -10""

3 + - 6+

4 + , 5 +

1+ - 8+

Final
V

87/2
87/2
87/2
87/2

config.
V

h l l /2
d3/2

"1/2-
87/2

in Sn
I*

2" - 9"

2 + - 5 +

3+, 4+

0+ - 7+

a) The 4 , 5 isoaers of n*" 1 2 2In probably contain strong amplitudes from
configurations involving both the d3y2 and s^,^ neutron orbitals.
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FIGURE 1

Hindrance factor of 7" •*• 5~
E2 transitions in even Sn
isotopes (dot&), compared
to the pairing factor
(U3/a «Ui/a r V3/2 «Vi/ 2)

2

(das/ted line*).
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The half-lives of the lowest-lying 7** and 5" levels in the Sn nuclei

were measured with the delayed coincidence' method* except -for the 7 level

in "*Sn, which is isomeric with a half-life of 6.5 s. The deduced values

of B(E2; 7~-*-5~) show that these transitions are retarded relative to the

Heisskopf estimate. The retardation of the corresponding transition in
u l S n was long ago suggested ' to be due to the smallness of the pairing

factor <"3/2 * vi/2 ~ V3/2*Vi/2}2» i £ t h* c°nfi*ur*cion« <hii/2» ii/2)5~

and (hjj/2* d3/2^7~ W C T < • d oP t* d f o r these levels. The'data now available

also for the heavier isotopes seem to confirm this suggestion, as shown in
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Fig. 1, where the experimentaf hindrance factors are compared to the hin-
drance due to the pairing factor. The occupation coefficients have been
calculated using the paraaeters and equations of Kisslinger and Sorensen

To obtain this good fit to the experimental values, the single-particle
21

energy e.*» of ref. was shifted upwards by 0.47 HeV.
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* Studsvik Science Research Laboratory, S-61182 Nykoping
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3.2.3 PARTICLE-HOLE YRAST STATES IN U 8 G d AND " 7Gd AND THE SHELL CLOSURE

AT Z-64

(P. Kleinhein**, R. Broda**, P.J. Daly***, S. Lunardi*. M. Ogawa**** and

J. Bloaqvist)

The level structures of 1 M G d and ll(7Gd have been studied by in-beaa
Y-ray and electron spectroscopy with (a,6n) and (cc,5n) reactions on enriched
Sm targets at the Jiilich cyclotron. A supplementary (a,2n) experiment was
performed at the University of Bonn cyclotron. The measurements included
Y-ray excitation function and angular distribution studies, and extensive
YY-coincidence investigations. The coincidence data were list mode recorded
as four-parameter events.

The experiments establish that in each nucleus the Y-ray deexcitation
proceeds in a complex manner through several parallel pathways, which al-
most all funnel into a single level at about 4 MeV excitation. This level
then decays in a much simpler pattern to the ground state (llJ*Gd in Fig. 1,
1%TGd in Fig. 2).

The theoretical interpretation of the high-spin levels below 4 MeV is
based on the idea that 1 M G d is a rather stable closed-shell nucleus with
sizable gaps in the single-particle spectra at Z- 64 and N- 82. Systematica
of binding energies indicates that the proton gap is 2-3 MeV and the neutron
gap 3-4 MeV. The rather clean separation between particle and hole excita-
tions allows on* to identify configurations of individual yrast levels and
to calculate their energies, using empirical single-particle energies and
estimated interaction matrix elements.

All excited levels of l M G d in Fig. 1 correspond to proton excitations.
The fact that proton excitations rather than neutron excitations form the
yrast levels depends partly on the smaller gap in the proton single-particle

?••!
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Experimental level scheme of ' 6Gd. Experimental level scheme of Gd.

level sequence, and parcly on Che location of the hii/o o r D i t * 1 immediately

above the proton gap, whereas the high-j orbitals are farCher away from Che

neutron gap.

The 3~ first-excited level is a collective mixture of many 1p1h excita-

tions, Che largesC component being iKh^ . 'd_ .I 1). The measured half-life,

1.06 ±0.12 ns, corresponds Co an E3 transition rate 3" •*• 0 of 37 Weisskopf

unics. The 5~, T and firsC 8~ levels all belong to the "*(\\in d 5 / 2 ^ con~

figuration. The half-life of Che 7~ level, 7.2±0.4 ns, corresponds Co an

E2 transition rate 7~ ••• 5~ of 0.48 W.u., giving an effective charge of

e ff/e "1.6. The second 8 and the 9 levels belong to the ir(h11<2 *7/2 '

configuration, while the 10+ level is of 2p2h character with the configura-

tion *(!»!!/! Iad5/22 + ^87/22^0+^' A11 c*lculated energies agree well with

the experimental values.

. The yrast levels of 147Gd in Fig. 2 can all be described as states with

a neutron in one of Che orbitals f ? ^ or i l 3/ 2 coupled to the states of
 1H6Gd.

The 7/2~ and 13/2 levels should thus be single-neutron states with the core

in Che ground state. The half-life of the 13/2* •*• 111' transition, 22±3 ns,

corresponding Co an E3 transition rate of 44 W.u. shows, however, that the
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13/2* state must also contain a large component of f-.,x3**. The 19/2~ level
can be. identified with the ^ 3 / 2 x 3 ~ «tructure with stretched angular momentum
coupling. The same strong interaction that induces the f_.« * 3 admixture in
the 13/2* level should also give a considerable f 7y 2*3~x3- two-phonon ad-
mixture in the 19/2" level. The 17/2*, 21/2* and 23/2* levels can all be as-
sociated with the configuration Vf?.2

 ir^hxi/2 d 5 / 2 ^ with differsnt degrees
of angular momentum alignment; The effective charge derived from the E2 tran-
sition rate 21/2* •*• 17/2* agrees fairly well with the value obtained in 1H*Gd.
The 25/2* level has the configuration .. *<h 1 1 / 9 g,,-

1) with stretched
angular momenta, and the 27/2~ level corresponds to the structure vf7 - 2x10 .
The shift of energies of the I M G d levels relative to the 1<>cGd parents can
be satisfactorily understood on the basis of general features of the neutron-
proton interaction.

In summary we conclude that all features of the yrast level spectra in
l**Gd and 1H7Gd can be accurately described in terms of simple configurations.
The success of the shell model treatment of these two nuclei should provide a
stimulus to further investigations of other nuclei lying within a few nucleons
of the x*'Gd doubly closed core.

* Institut fQr Kernphysik, KFA Julich
** Institut Nucl. Physics, Cracow
*** Purdue University, W.-Lafayette
**** Tokyo Institute of Technology

3.2.4 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE AT HIGH SPIN AS INFERRED FROM GAMfA RAY MULTIPLICITY
WASUREMgNTS

(Stockhola-Lund-Gothenburg-Croningen-Warsaw-Oslo-JyvMikyll collaboration)

During the last year the multiplicity experiments described in refs.
have been further analysed. It is thus observed that the standard deviation,
aM, of the multiplicity distribution becomes comparable to the average side-
feeding multiplicity for (a,4n) reactions on deformed nuclei. As shown in
Fig. 1, such a situation would correspond to rather strange multiplicity
distributions that are unable to describe the expected shape of the entry-
state distribution, when proportionality between multiplicity and spin change
is assumed. However, the data may be understood within a model where the de-
cay from each entry spin proceeds via at least two different types of cascades.
Thus one of these cascades, representing a fraction 1 - e of the total inten-
sity, consists of stretched E2 radiation minimising the mulciplicity for each
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FIGURE 1

Ratio of standard deviation to mean value for side-feeding multiplicity dis-
tributions for the nuclei indicated. The values expected for some theoreti-
cal distributions are also shown.

spin change. The second cascade, representing the remaining fraction, e, of

these decays, is made up of a fairly large number of statistical transitions,

each of which removing on the average fg units of angular momentum. All entry

states with spin larger than Ig,D, may decay to this particular member of the

g.b. with a probability given by

g.D. g.D.
p(i,r

g.D.
i
g.b.

"g.b
) -0

(1)

where P(I,I

into I . .

gives the population of entry state I prior to the decay

The calculations begin with I
g.D.max i.e. the state of highest

angular momentum that is observed in the ground band. Here, P(I,I . )
g.D.max

is simply put equal to the spin distribution obtained from a statistical

model calculation, and the resulting multiplicity distribution is obtained
as

In tht next stap pIg.b.max-2(k) b e b 0 B*
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I
\

" 1)f.'Ig.b.-f2)

and so on. The free parameters e, a, 6(1 . )> and f are chosen to fit the
+ + g.D. S

average multiplicity of the 2 ••• 0 transition, the slope of the function

giving (M)as a function of spin, the side feeding intensities, and the ob-

served variance of the multiplicity distribution.' The result of these calcu-

lations, shown in Fig. 2, shows that the nucleus remembers the spin of the

entry state in the decay process (ct<<») and that the assumption of two (or

more) different decay paths is mandatory for fitting the data. (The choice

f * 1.4 implies e- 1, i.e. only one decay path in the present case.)

By adding this observation to our previous analysis of y-ray multipli-

city experiments (ref, ' ) , one arrives at a picture that is shown in Fig. 3,

and this is discussed below.

13
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FIGURE 2

Comparison bttwctn experimental and calculated numbers for mean values and
standard deviations in ltlYb. The calculated values are obtained, as de-
scribed in the text, froa spin distributions generated by the statistical
•ode1 code GROGI.
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FIGURE 3

Schematic views of the ydeexcitation process in the nuclei indicated.

In the l22Te(a,4n)122Xe reaction, Fig. 3a, the decay proceeds mainly by

the emission of a large nunber of transitions each of which removing on the

average a relatively small amount of angular momentum. Furthermore, the

spread in the number of transitions occurring between each entry spin and

Che entry into the ground band is small (o^ £ AT) and is easily understood

by making statistical assumptions about the decay process. When the target

nucleus is changed to 166Er or M 2 0 s , i.e. to nuclei having stable deforma-

tions, this picture is completely changed (Fig. 3b). The average change in

angular momentum per transition is now fairly large and the spread in the

multiplicity distribution has also increased. To explain these observations

it is necessary to assume that - in addition to the purely statistical de-

cay - the decay of the entry states of a given spin proceeds to a large ex-

tent also via a few E2 transitions removing the necessary amount of angular

momentum. >

In all cases discussed above the nucleus has some memory of the spin at

the point of entry in the sense,that a high-spin entry state prefers to de-

cay to a high-spin member of the ground band and vice versa. When more an-

gular momentum is added to a deformed nucleus, our results for the

Hf reactions indicate that this memory is loot. In factDy(I2C,xn) 1*1-170

i

a-.
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it appears as if the decays proceed via rotational bands (c£. Fig. 3c). The

average amount of angular momentum removed by each transition stays relative-

ly constant with increasing angular momentum, and the widths of the multipli-

city distributions increase somewhat. This suggests that the statistical de-

cay process and the E2 processes now proceed in an essentially sequential

manner.

In 180Os the picture is again somewhat different in the sense that some

memory of the spin at the point of entry seems to be conserved during the

process of decay. Perhaps the multitude of rotational bands that are charac-

teristic of a good triaxial rotor are not fully developed in 1 8 00s. The ob-

servation that the average moment of inertia for the E2 decay chains in 180Os
2)is only 60 Z of the rigid body value certainly corroborates these findings.

If the decay from different entry states proceeds via different paths in the

E versus I diagram (see Fig. 3d), the decay paths are probably not parallel

to the yrast line.

REFERENCES

1. Groningen-Lund-Stockholm-Swierk-Gothenburg coll., Research Inst. of Physics
1976 Ann. Rep., 3.5.3.

2. Stockholm-Warsaw-Krakow-Groningen-Lund-Gothenburg-JyvMskyl3 cooperation,
Research Inst. of Physics 1977 Ann. Rep., 3.3.6.

H 3.2.5 PROPERTIES OF THE GAMMA DECAY FOLLOWING 12C and 26Mg INDUCED REACTIONS

fe LEADING TO 180Os

%, (M.A. Delaplanque*, B. Fant**, S.A. Hjorth, A. Johnson, Th. Lindblad,

\ii M. Piiparinen***, C. Roulet* and H. Sergolle*)

f& Our knowledge of the y-decay following compound nuclear reactions induced

by heavy ions is at present fairly incomplete. In particular, very little is

known about the y-decay of levels with spin larger than about 20 n units.

In view of this fact and in view of the results obtained in conjunction with

the multiplicity experiments performed at this institute (cf. the preceding

|t; contribution), an investigation aiming at a more detailed study of the y-decay

|- in the final nucleus 1800s has been initiated. The choice of this particular

|| nucleus for the present investigation is based on arguments given in contri-
W . b u t i o n 3 . 2 . 4 . -' '•-•-•.'.--...-• •-. . •-'• --• ., •••-• • • -• • . - - = - - - ---'. ';

|| The prMtritrstudy makes: use of the reactions 1*6Yb(l2cJ;8n)
180Os and

jj U 0Gd( 2 SMg,6n) 1 8 0Os to form high-rspin; states in X 8 0Osi Furtherwjre, in an

II attempt to learn more about the details of the y-decay the Coupton background
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FIGURE 2 Example of coincidence spectrum (cf. the fif above).

in one of the two. coincidence Ge(Li) detectors is suppressed using a Nal(W)

anticoincidence shield. .

Examples of some of the coincidence spectra obtained are shown in Figs.

1 and 2. A very tentative level scheme of 180Os is given in Fig. 3. The

analysis of the experiment is still in progress. A comparison with a-in-

duced reactions leadingto 1800s (refy'H) indicates that different side-

bands are populated when utilizing light projectiles.
1
•i

K
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** University of Helsinki
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3.3 NUCLEAR THEORY

3.3.1 BAND CROSSING IN THE PARTICLE-ROTOR MODEL

(J. Almberger, I. Hamamoto* and G. Leander*)

The sharpness of the backbending associated with a two-band crossing

depends on the magnitude of the coupling matrix element V between the bands.

Based on the cranking model with a single j-shell, it has been shown ' that

the coupling between the quasiparticle vacuum and the two-quasiparticle

(2-qp) configuration with a large spin alignment (the Stockholm or S-band)

is an oscillating function of the chemical potential X, which vanishes for

(j - 3/2) values of X.

In the present contribution we show that the sa»* result is obtained

in the particle-rotor model. Furthermore, this model is used for studying

some other types of band crossings, particularly those that may occur in

odd-nucleon systems.

Our intrinsic Hamiltonian consists of the single-particle energy term

and the pairing potential term

Hintr - z:
a

In the following we employ the i-, .--model of refs. 1 and 2, in which the

single-particle energies are assumed to be

3m2 -

where a represents

case is about 2-2.5 MeV.

The particle-rotor Hamiltonian is

and the magnitude of K in a realistic

H intr
'-•?h»

It is diagonalized in some appropriately truncated space,of BCS-quasiparti-

cle-plus-rotor states;. The interaction matrix element V between the ground

band and the S-band is taken to be half of the minimum energy.separation •

between the two bands. In order to determine this minimum accurately, I

is varied not only through integer values but also through noninteger val-

ues while keeping a given signature. The values of V obtained in this way -:

from H,,, are shown by the dashed curve in Tig. 1. The agreement with the

r --yMWBjB"^
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FIGURE 1 Interaction matrix elements for band crossings in the iis/2
system, derived from the particle-rotor Hamiltonian HpR. The
dashed line is valid for the even-nucleon case. For the odd
case, two lines have been drawn; the thick solid line is valid
for the yrast band with signature r- +i (I - 13/2, 17/2, . . . ) ,
and the thin solid line for the yrare band with r»-i (I - 15/2,
19/2, . . . ) .

3)
corresponding cranking model result is quite close , except that the peak

heights from HPR are considerably larger due to the presence of the recoil

term. , .

A comparison with the experimentally observed yrast spectra of rare-

earth nuclei has been made in ref. ^ and seems to confirm the oscillating

character of the interaction:matrix element.between the ground band and the

S-band. However, a quantitative.comparison of the peak heights which dis-

tinguish the different models can unfortunately not be made at the present

: ; , From the particle-rotor calculations it emerges as a coomon feature

that, the interaction matrix element between any two crossing bands is.an

oscillating fuhction of the degree of shell filling . Analogously to the

even-nucleon case, V has been calculated for the odd-nucleon crossing between

- the'''yrast band composed mainly of 1-qp states and the band with a large spin

alignaent provided by dominant 3-qp configurations. This interaction matrix

element is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 1. two curves are shown, for
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signatures +i and -i, respectively, but it is the bands with r-+i (thick
curve) that come lowest in energy and are most amenable to experimental
study. The possible backbending referred to here, not to be confused with
backbending in bands where the odd nucleon and the two aligning quasiparti-
cles occupy different j-shells, would occur at a slightly higher rotational
frequency than the backbending frequency of the even-even case. The interac-
tion matrix element plays an essential role for this possible backbending
phenomenon, and it is seen in Fig. 1 that although it is generally larger
than in the even case, it goes to zero for two values of X in the physically
relevant range A < 0. The first zero roughly coincides with the second peak
for the even case, while the second zero lies near the third zero of the even
case, suggesting that nuclei with neutron numbers N» 91, 93 and 101 are the
ones most likely to exhibit this backbending mode. Experimental studies of

bands up to spins that could be sufficiently high have at present been
4)4)

made, for example for two nuclei with N*95 and 97, respectively . The ob-
served behaviour of these bands is fully compatible with the results in Fig. 1
in so far as there is no backbending, although the yrast bands of the N» 96
even neighbours backbend strongly. However, it would be interesting to see
experimental data extended to higher spins and lower neutron numbers.
* NORDITA, Copenhagen

1. R. Bengtsson, I. Hamamoto and B. Mottelson, Phys. Lett. 73B (1978) 259.
2. I. Hamamoto, Nucl. Fhys. A271 (1976) 15.
3. J. Almberger, I. Hamamoto and 6. Leander, NORDITA preprint -78/33, to

be published.
4. R.M. Lieder and H. Ryde, Adv. Nucl. Fhys. Vol 10, Plenum Press, N.Y. 1978.

3.3.2 A REFORMULATION OF THE MODE-COUPLING METBOD
(R.J. Liotta, C.'Fomar and B.Silvestre-Brac*)

The Mode-coupling method ' describes the nuclear spectra around closed-
shell nuclei in terms of particle-hole and particle-particle correlated states.
The method is simple and elegant but there are a few disadvantages in using

i) the overcomplete set of basi ;

•''. . states which may not be easily disentangled from the physical states

in a realistic calculation, where the oasis has generally to be
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truncated (drawback shared by the nuclear field theory),

the matrix that provides the energies is not Hermitian, and complex

solutions may be obtained.

iii) It is not clear how to calculate the wave functions, for which arbi-

trary normalization conditions have so far been used *'":

In this work, we reformulate the mode-coupling method to avoid the

three drawbacks mentioned above, while keeping the essential positive fea-

tures of the model.

* Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, Grenoble

REFERENCE
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3.3.3 TWO-STEP SHELL-MODEL CALCULATION IN THREE-PARTICLE SYSTEMS

(J.P. Boisson*, R.J. Liotta, C. Pomar and B. Silvestre-Brac*)

In the reformulation of the mode-coupling method previously developed

(see the preceding contribution) the three-particle excitations were written

as functions of the two-particle excitations. The energies are then ob-

tained through the equation

T(m,m1)<nJ|m'> - W(nJ)<nJ|m> (1)

where |nj) is the three-particle wave function with energy W, and T(m,a')

is the interaction matrix element between two complete states. These com-

plete states were obtained by diagonalizing the basic overlap.matrix.

We have applied the method in a number of situations to understand dif-

ferent features of the method. We have thus found that when collective two-

particle states are present, only very few basic states are necessary to de-

scribe the physical states |nj). The intermediate states entering in the

calculation of the matrix T must, instead, be much larger. This property is

due precisely to the correlation between the particles in the collective

s t a t e s . ,,:'''••;:•;'•• ,'. ' , ' . . - : . , . . , ' } , . ; • , • - :'.k'•••-'••t-'- • - . ' • • • ; • > , • • . ' " ! . , r ' ' • ' , ' , " " ' ' • • ' ' • • • • . " • • ' • • • '•'/'''• \'f'\,. •:-•''"' " . [ . -.

A conparison with the nuclear field theory was also carried out.

•' '--.."'; "•'•"::V::.'•<•-• •;K^'-'--;K^/^-''4y^. ^ ^ ' ^ • ^ ^ • ^ • ^ ^ • ^ • • • f i ' i ' ^ ' . l i ' ^ -•''•"-"' -v'

'•*••• Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, Grenoble -"̂  ^V>/^y,';« ,.r;X\: •:-';'

c,

V -•••-• • -
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3.3.4 MULTI-STEP SHELL MODEL APPROACH TO THE SIX-PARTICLE SYSTEM
(J.P. Boisson*, R.J. Liotta, C. Pomar and B. Silvestre-Brac*)

The six-particle problem outside closed-shell nuclei is solved in sever-

al steps. First the two-particle TDA equation is diagonalized and the cor-

responding energies and wave functions are obtained. Then the four-particle

TDA equation is written in terms of the two-particle quantities calculated

before. One thus obtains

M(a,t,o2',a1,a2)<8Jj(r
+(a1>r

+(a2))J
a,' o2

f p B

where

1

'•-i

1

and

X \ X , X ,
oci az ai* 012' (2)

i, a and 0 refer to the one-, two-, and four-particle system quantum numbers,
respectively} e., u a and fl(BXg) are the energies for the one-, two-, and
four-particle systems, respectively. r+(ot) is the two-particle TDA creation
operator; X(i1i2a1) are the two-particle TDA wave function components; j.,
X and J8 refer to the angular momentum for one-, two- and four-particle
systems. '

As can be seen from eq. (1), the resulting set of equations is over-
complete. To overcome this problem the overlap matrix

'

where K(i\,i2,i|»!„,ct,• ,o2,a,.a^) has been defined In (2), is diagonalized
t o o b t a i n a c o m p l e t e s e t o f s t a t e s . ;>v,,V:^-'-^-'" •-.;••• --;••.;•.'; >' "•-<•-.': •-••..:.-•' . •
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Finally, the six-particle TDA equation is solved in terms of the two-

and four-particle energies and wave functions, following the same procedure

as before.

So far we have checked these equations against the shell-model and

obtained exactly the same result, as expected.

Calculations'in real nuclei are in progress.

* Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, Grenoble, France

3.3.5 ALPHA-DECAY CALCULATIONS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF NUCLEAR FIELD THEORY

(F.A. Janouch and R.J. Liotta)

The Nuclear Field Theory (NFT) has proved to be a powerful tool in the

analysis of nuclear spectra when nuclear correlations are present. However,

until now the NFT formalism has not been applied in the studies of a-decay

or a-particle transfer processes, where the nucleon-nucleon correlation can

also play an essential role.

In our investigation we apply the NFT for the calculation of relative

a-decay rates in 2I2At. The nucleus 212At with three protons and one neu-

tron outside the Z 0 8Pb core can be described in the framework of the NFT as

a two-boson system. The bosons are determined by the two-proton states in ;
219Po and by the proton-neutron states in 2 1 0Bi. As we have shown earlier , |

the energies of the states in 212At are rather well reproduced within our :>

'-model. ' ' " !|

The NFT is in our calculations applied to the lowest order for the pro- ;|

cess '•
2 i a A t " - a + 2 0 8Bi %

The amplitude of a-decay can be written in the form

Y L - Gj + G 2

The meaning of the quantities G, and G2 is obvious from Fig. 1a,b. All

possible nuclear configurations have been taken into account.

We find that the proton-proton correlation G 2, which gives rise to the

ground state of 2 1 0Po, makes the largest contribution to the a-decay ampli-

tude; •. ,•.,.•-,' ' •'/'•', ':•' '.,'•''';'"''''̂  ' '• ."'•;..",'•:'•'''••• '. \-\'r • .• •• •

1) The contribution G2 from Fig. 1b is approx. 10 times larger than

the correspondingcontributioni Gj from Fig. 1a.
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1 .!&

FIGURE 1a & 1b

The solid line denotes proton states, the dashed lines denotes neutron
states.

TABLE 1 Partial contributions for Gx and G2 arbitrary units for the tran-
sitions 1- + 5+ (L«5) and I"*** (L-3,5) in l uAt-*a+ 2 0*Bi.

i

Coniig.

(h»/2)
2

(f7/2)2

(in/2)*

(f$/2)2

(P3/2)*

(PI/2)*

Wave
junct.

0.821

0.365

-0.393

0.161

0.100

0.056

r

-4.51

0.09

0.01

0.02

0

0

* 5+

G2

-31.5

-42.6

-46.8

-17.1

-11.9

- 4.62

r «• 4*, t-5

Cx

3.49

-0.02

0.00

-0.00

0.00

0

62

-9.33

-1.27

-1.38

-0.50

-0.35

-0.14

1- • 4*, L-3

V

3.02

-0.03

-0.00

0.00

0.00

0

G2

4.77

6.48

7.08

2.58

1.80

0.70

2) Host of ths partial contributions to Gt are of the saae order and

, all of tbs« have the sa»s sign, which is a well-known •anifesta-

, tion of the collectivity of norul pairing vibrations. ;

This rasult shows that to consider the nucleus 2ItAt as two protons in

the h^<2 ihcll and the regaining neutron and proton as abving in correlated
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configurations, as generally assumed in most a-decay calculations, is incor-

!

rect
2,3)

We have calculated the relative a-decay rates for the transitions from
2I2At ( O and 212"At (9~) to all known states in 2 0 8Bi. The results are

in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.

REFERENCES

1. F. Janouch and R. Liotta, Res. Inst. of Physics Ann. Rep. 1977, 3.A.3.
2. H.H.A. Radi, A.A. Shihab-Eldin, J.O. Rasmussen, Phys. Rev. £T5 (1977) 1917.
3. K. Fransson, H. af Ugglas, P. Carle and T. Erikson, USIP Report 76-09.

3.3.6 TESTING AND APPLICATION OF THE NUCLEAR FIELD THEORY - THE NUCLEI
91Nb AND 2 U P b

(R.J. Liotta and B. Silvestre-Brac*)

A method is developed to sum up the whole NFT series for the case of

three particles outside a closed shell nucleus. The resulting matrix ele-

ments are obtained by solving a set of energy-dependent equations.

The full application of the method to the nucleus 9INb was carried out

considering only the valence proton shells 1p ., and ° 8Q/2*
 A11 the NFT

calculated quantities in this nucleus exactly coincide with the shell model

predictions. In this application one sees that the basic states become more

relevant the closer they are to the physical states, regardless of whether

the corresponding bosons are collective or not.

An equivalent full description of the spectrum of 211Pb would be prohi-

bitive due to the large dimension of both the basic and the intermediate set

of states. Nevertheless, we found that a relatively small number of basic

states is enough to describe the spectrum. However, the number of interme-

diate states to be considered in ovder to obtain a good description of the

physical states has to be large. This difference is due to the presence of

the nuclear correlation in the bosons of the basis. This correlation is not

present in the intermediate states which are then connected by the nuclear

interaction even if they are rather distant.

Once all the important basic states are included, one gets a good de-

scription of 211Pbw

* Institut des Sciences Nuclfaires, Grenoble

I
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3.3.7 GAMfA-RAY SPECTRA IN (Hl.xn) REACTIONS

(R.J. Liotta)

In a recent publication l' it was shown that the de-excitation process

in deformed nuclei following (HI,xn) reactions proceeds through a rather

complicated trajectory. After the evaporation of the last neutron a sta-

tistical Y-ray is emitted. Afterwards the competition aaong the.statistical

and collective nodes of de-excitation could become important at a rather

high energy above the yrast line.

Only statistical and collective quadrupole transitions were considered

in the model. However, recent experimental data ' show that also M1-transi-

t'•, tions are present. Utilizing the usual Ml transition operator* the corre-

f sponding matrix elements are calculated among the different states provided

t by the model, and a reasonable agreement with the experimental data is ob-

f tained.

REFERENCES
1. R.J. Liotta and R.A. Sorensen, Nucl. Phys. A297 (1978) 136.
2. L. Westerberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 41. (1978) 96;

0. Newton et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 40 (1978) 625.

Po&t-dead-tinz cowbU.bvJU.om

3.3.8 ON THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PRE-EQUILIBRIUM NEUTRONS IN
DEUTERON-INDUCED REACTIONS
(Z.P. Sawa)

See page 703.
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EXOTIC ATOMS

3.4.1 FURTHER EXPLORATION OF THE STRONGLY BOUND STATES OF THE pp SYSTEM

(Basel-Karlsruhe-Stockholm-Strasbourg-Thessaloniki Collaboration*)

In a test experiment at CERN in 1976 we were able to find strong evi-
• • ' • ' " • ' ' • ' . • j } )

dence for three narrow states in the pp system ' , several hundred MeV

below the threshold. Indications of some broader structures were also pre-

sent. As the experiments were performed only in a parasitic mode, the experi-

ment set-up was not optimized for this experiment* and the beam time avail-

able was too short to achieve high confidence levels. Furthermore, owing to

the high background, the Y-e'nexgy range was limited to energies above 100 MeV.

To further explore these states the steps now to be taken are as follows:

a) Confirmation of the results in the pp system. Search for broadened

structures in the Y~?ay spectra. Extension of the Y-energy range below

100 MeV.

b) Better measurements of the widths of the states.

c) Determination of the annihilation channels of the bound states.

d) Extension of the experiments to few-nucleon systems such as deuterium,

helium, and so on.

We are now back in the PS beam at CERN (proposal S 161) to try to reach these

goals, and by New Year we expect the first results.

The experimental set-up (see Fig. 1) is designed to meet these require-

ments. Its geometrical configuration was optimized according to extensive

Monte Carlo calculations of the interesting reactions, which allowed a com-

plete simulation of the proposed experiments.

The p beam will stop in a cryo-target adapted to contain liquid hydrogen,

deuterium and helium. It is long enough to stop all antiprotons present in

the 2 X momentum bite of the beam. The identification of a stopping anti-

proton event is performed by the telescope counters (Tj), consisting of scin-

tillation and Cerenkov counters and of a TOF system. The path of the p's stop-

ping in the target will be determined by a set of aultiwire proportional

chambers (MWPC), placed between the moderator (M), and the target. The ener-

gies and thus the predicted path length are deduced by means of a high resolu-

tion AE counter (AE). .

The target is surrounded by 30 strips of scintillators (S). Together

with the rear scintillatbr (T6) they cover a large solid angle and yield the

charged-particle multiplicity. Around the counter S a position-sensitive
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NoI1

Plastic
shield

Scale 1:10
FIGURE 1
TO,.. 16: Telescope counters
AE: High resolution AE-counter
S: Cylindrical scintillation counter, divided into 30 strips
GD: Cylindrical y-ray detector, divided into 30 sections
MWPC: Multiwire proportional charters
M: Moderator
Nal Is 12" x •*10"
Nal 2: Detector consisting of 54 prisaatic segments, each with its

own PM tube (part of a "crystal ball")

y-ray detector (GD) with Moderate energy resolution will be installed. It
is a sandwich counter consisting of 30 sections, each containing several
layers of scintillator Material and high-Z conversion Material. Its aain
purpose is to count the y-rays and thus to determine the Multiplicity of
ir°'s in the annihilation.channels. In special cases (see below) it can be
used to decide whether a yrray registered in one of the Hal detectors be-
longs to an unwanted ir8 decay.

The energy spectra of the esdtted y^tay* will be Measured up to 1000 MeV
by two large Nal detectors; One of eh* Hal detectors (12" x f 10") will be
the same as the one already used in the test experiMent, covering a solid
angle of about I X . The other one will be a section of a "crystal ball",
which is well adapted to our geoaetry and will span a solid angle of about 5X

1
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This set-up shows great improvements compared with our previous set-up

during the test experiment.

i) The trigger for an antiprotbn stopping in the target will be extremely

clean, since antiprotons stopping in the surroundings of the target

and the detectors can be effectively suppressed.

ii) The Nal detectors cover a much larger solid angle. One of them will

have an energy resolution of 3-6 Z, dependent on energy, and will be

position-sensitive.

iii) The use of two Nal detectors allows a critical check of systematic

errors.

iv) Specific annihilation channels can be distinguished. It is quite pos-

sible that some or all of the Y-transitions are connected with speci-

fic annihilation channels. Therefore, the selection of such a mode

might increase the peak-to-background ratio of the y-lines by a large

factor.

v) In annihilation channels with not too many pions a reconstruction of

ir° events will be possible because of the strong angular correlation

between the two y-rays of the ir° decay. If one of the y-rays is de-

tected with good energy and angle resolution in the Nal detector, the

direction of the second Y~ray is restricted to a relatively small an-

gular region, independent of its energy. If a second Y~ray is observed

within this region in the y-ray detector CD, the Y"**y in the Nal de-

tector is considered as originating from a ff° decay. The suppression

of such events leads in special cases to a considerable reduction in

the IT" background in the Y-ray spectra.

* Participants from API: L. Adiels, I. BergstrSm, K. Fransson and A. Kerek
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3.4.2 SEARCH FOR ISOTOPY EFFECTS IN THE p - 6Li/7Li SYSTEM |
(Basel-Karlsruhe-Stockholm-Strasbourg-Thessaloniki Collaboration*) ;;1

=$

One of the most important prospects for the study of antiprotonic atoms &

is the possibility of using antiprotons as a probe of the nuclear surface, -

particularly as regards its possible neutron deficit or excess in heavy nuclei.

To achieve this it is necessary to know the p-p and p-n interactions at zero

energy separately. Such knowledge may be obtained by studying light anti-

protonic atoms, for which the proton and neutron densities can be calculated

with reasonable confidence. Measurements on different isotopes of the same

element are of great value in this connection, and the largest isotope ef-

fects are of course to be found when the relative mass difference is large.

The first investigation of this kind was performed by our group a few years

ago, when significant differences were found between p-160 and p- 1 80. r1

The two targets were alternately brought into the beam using the si

automatic arrangement as for the 160/ll0 run. The X-rays were detected by

one Ge(Li) and four Si(Li) diodes. Only those events were recorded {incre-

mentally on magtape) which were in coincidence with a counter telescope

signal indicating that an antiproton had stopped in the detector. The ampli-

fications in the five detectors were adjusted so that the X-ray spectra could

be directly added. A reliable in-beam energy calibration was obtained from

various background lines, such as p- and *~ X-rays from carbon and oxygen in

the telescope detectors and from aluminium in the target support.

One of the raw spectra is shown in Fig. 1; it was collected during 400

hours beam time with about 2.00 x10• antiprotons stopping in the target,

~ 350 for each PS burst.

• ; • > !

The present experiment aims at finding the three strong interaction ['•£
(S.I.) parameters AE, T and T of p-6Li and p-7Li, where AE is the

PP xowcx

S.I.-shift of the 2p level and the level widths T are the S.I. parts of

P., and P. . The interest is thus focused on the 3d-*2p transition, which

has an energy of about 26 keV.

The k 2 3 antiproton beam from the CERN protrn synchrotron was used for

the experiment. The targets were made from 1.1 cm thick slabs of metallic

*Li (91.1 1) and 7Li (99.04 Z), respectively. They were kept in a thin

a- plastic vacuum bag, which was in turn surrounded with argon gas at a slight

| over-pressure in an outer bag. Great rare was taken also in the preparation

;'- of the targets to avoid exposure to air. Nevertheless, some lithium nitride

|; was present, particularly in the 6Li target. This causes sene nuisance,

J;\ since the p-N 5-*4 line is quite close to the p-Li 3-»-2 line, and the latter

t. is expected to be very weak (£ 0.03 transitions per p-capturs).
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i

-t. »M. M«. MT.
***' T>T*

FIGURE 1 X-ray spectrum of p-'Li, Lines without notation are mainly
due to p and ir" interactions in telescope detectors and struc-
tural materials. /

Obviously the evaluation of the parameters of the p-Li 3-*\2 line will

not be straightforward. In order to improve the reliability of the result

we have also made irradiations of natural LiSN and LiH (in the latter no dis-

turbing p-N 5 -»• 4 line is. present).. The analysis of these spectra is in pro-

gress. , • .., _;; .-,,-!,-._"• ..'•-;.,..•• ; . • • ..••.•

* Participants from AFI: K. Fransson, A; Kerekand A. Nilsson

: rt/iothWaX^ Nuci; Phys. A294 (1978) 435.
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3.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODS

3.5.1 THE 225-cm CYCLOTRON
(H. Atterling*, C.J. Herrlander and K.-G. Rensfelt**)

Introduction

During the year, experiments could start in one of the caves in the new

experimental hall, described in the 1977 Annual Report . After the long

shutdown, which began in the middle of March 1977, the cyclotron was brought

. into operation again at th» end.of June for delivery of the first beast to

:. the new area (to cave F, Fig. 1). - The following report covers the period

> from January up to aid-November.

i Technical activities • ' .. .

: The construction of the cave walls in the experimental hall (see Fig.)

?. was essentially completed at the end of February. This work was carried
out almost exclusively by Accelerator Division personnel.

The net/ heat exchanger system was preliminarily tested in the beginning
of February. The final test of the cooling system, including the cooling

i tower, was performed at the end of May. In addition to the distribution
system for cooling water and compressed air which was installed in connec-

i tion with the construction of the experimental hall, further pipe work had
to be installed in the cyclotron hall as well as in the experimental area.
This work was completed during the spring. '

All major components for the beam-handling system which had been ordered
in industry were delivered in time. Installation of components required
for the delivery of a beam to cave F could begin in March. Prior to this
work, the acceleration system had been turned around the centre of the magnet
about 7° for orienting the extracted beam in the proper direction with re-
spect to the new beam layout.

In connection with the installation of beam-line elements, also other
activities had to be carried out. These included the installation of power
supplies - old and new ones - in the new area provided for this purpose,
as well as extensive cable installations. Alto, new installations were
made in the control room, which had been jvuified to accommodate additional
c o n t r o l p a n e l s . '•'" • "•••• •••:.,' '•'• •; ":"'V-'V; i ̂ ;:—'.;'*'":••'7..',-"'•' \ ': .-'• !••;•"' •'••'"' . ' '.

In parallel with these activities, a thorough overhaul of the accelera-
tor - at this time partly disasHembled - was undertaken. The assembly
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FIGURE 1 The cyclotron hall and the lower floor of the two-storey
experimental hall (cf. Fig. in ref. 1).

of the machine, also carried out in parallel with the above-mentioned in-

stallation work, was essentially completed at the end of Hay. On 5 June,

the vacuum required for operation was attained. After some initial diffi-

culties, the R.F. system could be brought into operation, and by mid-June

the required dee voltage was achieved.

On 26 June, the first beam line was ready for testing with beam. The

cyclotron was operated with an internal beam the following day. On 29 June

an extracted beam (51 MeV a-particles) was delivered to a target station in

the new experimental area (cave F), where a test experiment was performed.

After the summer vacation, some of the technical activities, started

during the spring, such as installation of cables and of elements in the con-

trol room, etc., were resumed. Included in this work is also installation

of components for an interlock system for personnel protection in the experi-

mental area, $o far, it has been necessary to rely on temporary arrangements

for this purpose. Shield plugs to be installed in the beam lines, where •

these penetrate the shielding walls, are now being assembled.

Installation of components required, for the completion of three addi-

tional beam lines (to caves C-E) has begun, two of these lines are scheduled

fl^^
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to be operational during the spring of 1979. The switching magnets M1 and

M2 are installed. Installation of the analysing magnet M4, the beam-pulsing

device BP and other components is under way. The pneumatically operated,

bellows-sealed probes, which were ordered last year, have been delivered and

will be installed in the beam lines. An order has been placed for four units

of a commercially available beam-profile monitor, whose function is based

on the rotation of an elliptically shaped tungsten wire .

Various preparations for installing a new power supply for the electro-

static deflector had been scheduled to be completed during the first quarter

of this year. The work has been delayed, however, because of other urgent

activities, but is now well under way and nearing completion.

§";•' Operation

|y The operation of the cyclotron for nuclear physics experiments (in cave

t' F) began during the second half of the year. The cyclotron is run at inter-
im " • • ' • •
¥• vals in order to allow installation work, etc. The operation was somewhat

hampered in the beginning by a number of difficulties encountered, in parti-

cular with the ion-source power supply. Apart from these initial difficul-

ties, however, the machine has been running satisfactorily.

Working groups

The following group of institute personnel participated in the work

i ;. reported above:

i K. Abrahamsson, A. Bengtsson, J. Bjon***, A. Blomqvist, S. Borg, S. Egnell,

§5i K. Ehrnsten, A. Englund, A. EngstrSm, H. Jardemar, A. Nilsson, 6. Prints,

!;d T. Puusepp***^, J. SjBkvist and J. Weimer.

Up to the end of June 1978, the main responsibility for the implementa-

tion of the technical development program concerning the experimental area,

etc., rested with the Technical Development Group mentioned in the 1977 An-

nual Report. .

* Retired on 30 June ** On leave as from October
*»* From 16 March **** During June .

R E F E R E N C E S , . : " . . •.:•• ••<;.•:,.,-. -.-• : -"..•.• •; •:••..-.••

1. Res. Inst. of Phys. 1977 Ann. Rep, p. 138. v
2. The principle is described by J.-B. Meier and F.-W. Richter, Nucl. Inst.

* M e t h . 1 3 4 ( 1 9 7 6 ) 2 i i j . ' ''"'•' "-•.'" '-•'~' ' ' - - v : - •'••'•'• \^:- -. •
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3.5.2 CAVES FOR EXPERIMENTS - A STATUS REPORT

(L. Bagge, S. Forsberg, L.Hildingson, A. Kerek, J. Kihlgren, A. KHllberg,

Th. Lindblad and P. Werner)

The general layout of the facilities for experiments on-line the cyclo-

tron has been discussed above. Below we give a brief report on the situation

in two of the caves.

Cave F (cf. Figs. 1 and 2 in the preceding contribution and Fig. 1 here)

was the first one to become operational for experiments. The beam-line feed-

ing this cave does not include any analysing magnet but only a small (6°)

bending magnet about half-way from the accelerator. This fact may lead to

some problems for spectroscopic studies in cave F, and thus the set-up of a

y-ray station in this cave must be regarded as a temporary arrangement.

The beam-line in cave F is equipped with two oil-diffusion pumps (560

litres per second), and a vacuum better, than 1 yTorr is obtained. The first

chamber designed for use in this cave is a plexiglass one, which can be used

together with the COMTESS system (see the next contribution). The target

position is located 4 m after the last quadrupole, and the distance to the

beam dump is 5 m. the beam drop contains a $ 14 cm Faraday cup, 50 cm in

length, surrounded by a 5 cm thick Pb shield, of 20 cm inside diameter, which

in turn is surrounded by 10 cm of water. The front is shielded with 10 cm

of Pb around the entrance of the beam tube.

Cave C (Fig. 3) is presently under construction. This cave will con-

tain the electron spectrometer TARM and a general y-ray station or a par-

ticle telescope arrangement. The electron spectrometer and associated elec-

tronics have been moved to the cave and tested off-line. Because an electron

FIGURE 1

Cave F.
A and 6 oil diffusion pumps
B fluorescent screen inspection box
C and F HV valves •
D b«aa-tubc
E target poaition, and
H beam dump.

//////////////////////// ///M
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FIGURE 2 Photograph of Cave F showing the Coapton-suppression spectrometer
COMTESS with its Fb-shielding end (to the. tl&£) the beam dump.

FIGURE 3 Cave C. A. Quadrupole-doublet, B. and F. Turbomolecular pump-
stations, C. Fluorescent screen inspection box, D. Electron
spectrometer (movable), and E. Position of, e.g., particle tele-
scope.

spectrometer with a cooled Si(Li) detector is operating in this cave, the

beam-line is evacuated by two turbomolecular pumps. The electron spectro-

meter is equipped with an ion pump, i.e. a vacuum system of its own. There-

fore, the spectrometer may be moved out of the beam-line without breaking its

vacuum, an operation which otherwise would have made it necessary to bring

the Si(Li) detector to room temperature. A vacuum better than 0.1 uTorr is

presently being obtained in the spectrometer.
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3.5.3 THE PDP 11/55 AND PDP 11/70 COMPUTERS

(N. Elander, S. Kailstenius-Hellaan, C.6. Linden and J. Starker)

Repottf 11/55

A PDP 11/55 computer was installed in the new data collection room for

nuclear physics at the end of February 1978. It is intended mainly for on-

line data acquisition via CAMAC.

The present (Nov. -78) system configuration (cf. Fig. 1) consists of

an 11/55 processor with 32K core and 16K bipolar memory (16 bits/word), a

consol terminal LA 36 (30 characters/sec), a dual floppy disk drive (capa-

city 2x128 kwords), a 9-track 800/1600 BPI Kennedy tape station, a VT11

graphic display with light pen (used as a terminal in parallel with the

LA 36), a programmable real-time clock and a CAMAC interface with DMA/DMI.

For communication with the PDP 11/70 computer there are two separate

data links. One serial (ass 9600 bauds) connected to the ordinary terminal

input of the 11/70 and a £_=«•- parallel unibus link (500 kwords/sec).

The 11/53 has so far been used for program development and some test

runs in connection with CAMAC. Due to problems concerning interrupts from

CAMAC, which have not worked properly, the programming for on-line data ac-

quisition has been delayed several months. Except for this problem the ma-

j chine has worked in a satisfactory way.

p Operating system: RT-11 version 3, single job, foreground/background
|? ' '. : ; and extended
!'• Compilers/assemblers: MACRO-11
fv'v ' '' ' Fortran IV
££ ' BASIC
fi
I StatuA Report 11/70
•i • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _

_- A PDP 11/70 computer was installed at the end of May 1978. It is situ-

ated in the room formerly housing the old 80-cm cyclotron, about 15 metres

away from the 11/55 computer.

The system configuration (Nov. -78) is shown in Fig. 1. An 11/70 pro-

cessor with cache memory, 128 kwords core memory, an 88 Mbyte disk drive,

fi. dual floppy disks, TE16 magnetic tape station (9-track, 800/1600 bpi), con-

%. sol terminal LA36 (30 char/sec), two DZ11 serial interfaces for up to 16

terminals and a unibus link (parallel) to the 11/55.

To one of the serial links (DZ11) a GT41 computer is connected. It con-

sists of an 11/04 processor with 16 kwords semiconductor memory, a VT11 graph-

ic display with light penand an LK40 keyboard.
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For the tine being, there are 5 terminals connected to the computer
and several multichannel analysers will soon be connected for on-line d u r -
ing of experimental data on the large disk. One link to the lineprinter
at TBASK is under construction.

ft/70 PT11

IvtMHTIcl

UNItMl
•I «OPHI1 I l l l

1 itNC- I

: - i i02..v.}

CPU

11/01

11/04
rorto) i

1SK CPU

H/55

I I I I I I. . I I I M I I I.

TO 10

11/55

LII-WB) IKWH-PI

UNIlUt
II 10DXO HIS

CAMAC

CRATE

I | ADC
LOGIC EXPERIMENT

PIGDRK 1 of the present configuration of the PW 11 computer system.

- 100 -
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There have been several problems concerning the VT11 display and also

with the tape station. The VT11 seems to work properly now but the problem

with the tape station is not solved^yefcv

The H/70 computer is mainly intended for off-line computations. How-

ever, for the case of malfunction of the 11/55 there exists a direct unibus

link between the CAMAC crate at the 11/55 and the unibus of the 11/70.

So£tuxvt& FacltUi&i
Operating system:

Compilers/assembler:

RSX11M V 3.1

MACRO 11
FORTRAN IV
FORTRAN IV PLUS
BASIC
CORAL 66
PASCAL

Translation of the following ALGOL programs from TRASK is in progress:

(manipulation program for spectrum data)
(peak fitting to Gaussian shapes)
(editing of data obtained from T0P4)
(least square* fitting, especially for energy calibration)
(general fittiij)
(fits Legendre polynomial coefficients to angular distributions)
(fits mixing ratio to angular distributions and calculates polariza-
tion)
(interpolation of conversion coefficients)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PLOCO
TOP4
TT
EKAD
GENF
W-286
SAGAN

8. ICC

Off-line coincidence analysis
GROGI (calculates cross sections and spin distributions for compound re-

actions)

Acknowledgements
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GROGI on the 11/70, and Matthias Richter from GSI, Darmstadt, for valuable

suggestions concerning on-line data acquisition probl*

3.5.4 COMTESS - A COMBINED Nal(M) CRYSTAL FOR USE AS A TOTAL ENERGY' t
SPECTROMETER OR AS A COMPTON SUPPRESSION SPECTROMETER

(Th. Lindblad)

The combined total energy and suppression spectrometer system COMTESS

is designed to bt used either as a Compton suppression annulus for Ge(Li) or

scintillator crystals or as a total energy spectrometer with a solid angle

close to either 4ir or 2ir. In the former case it; may be used to investigate
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FICCTE 1 Variou* cxpcriMntal arr«nt«acnes uainc th« COMTBSS. A. Coapton
' suppression sp«ctroa»ttr. B. Total tncrgy spectroaaear with a :

gsoaatry closa to 4ir. C. Total anargjr spactrosMtar with a gaoawtry corra-
•ponding to a solid angle cloaa to 2w and with an axtra Mal(Tl) countar in
ordar to obtain simultaneous information on the aultipliciti.es.
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A..

Che spectrum of discrete y-lines, while in Che laCCer case the COMTESS is

operated as a Sim-coincidence detector., .

The Nal(TH) crystal is shown in Fig. 1 A- C. IC is 25.4 cai long with

o.d. and i.d. of 25*4 and 6.5 cm, respectively. The crystal is split length-

wise along Che cylinder axis Co form two opCically isolated halves. One

half has a 6.5 en diameter hole perpendicular to the dividing plane. An

extra Nal(Tfc) crystal (10.2*0) 5.0 en) is aade to fit this hole. The idea

behind this hole is chiefly to make it possible to place a Ge(Li) detector

close to the target when using the COMTESS as a 4w total energy spectro-

meter.

With the gains of the six 3-inch photonultipliers carefully matched,

pulse-height resolutions of 8.3, 9.9 and 8.9 t are obtained for each of the

two halves operating separately and for the summed outputs of the two halves,

respectively.

When using the two halves separately, it is essential to know the Compton

scattering from one half to the other. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The

results are obtained with a 5"Mn source placed as in Fig. 1B, i.e. the crys-

tal is used as a 2ir counter. Spectrum A is a singles spectrum obtained from
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Spectra obtained with the COhTESS as a 2ir-counCer and a 137Cs
source. Spectrum A is ,a singles spectrum from both halves,
while B is a spectrum obtained from one half only. Spectrum C
is obtained from one half too, but on the condition that also
the other half has detected, a photon. Spectrum D finally shows
the sum-coincidence spectrum.
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the two halves sussed, while spectrum B is a singles spectrum obtained frost
one half. Spectrua C is also obtained froa one half, but with the require-
ment that an event should be detected in the other half simultaneously. Con-
sequently* the full energy peak is suppressed and only the Coapton distribu-
tion appears. Finally, spectrum D shows the sum-coincidence spectrum. The
intensities in these spectra may be used to determine the percentage of scat-
tering between the two halves.

An example of a spectrum obtained with a Ge(Li) - NaZ(Tl) Coapton sup-
pression arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The Ge(Li) detector used is an
11 X crystal with 2.0 keV FWHM resolution at 1.33 MeV. In this case the
Ge(Li) was positioned at the front of the anti-Coapton annulus (ACA), which

CHANNEL NUMKft

FICORE 3 Exaaples of "Co spectra obtained with and without Coapton-
suppression, using an 11 X Ge(Li) detector and the geometry
shown in Fig. 1A.

FICOKE A
Examples of 2t7Bi spectra obtained with and
without Coapton suppression using a 2 x 2 inch
BOO scintillation detector. The latter is
placed as close to the target as possible,
i.e. in an arrangement similar to that of the
Ge(Li) crystal shown in Fig. 1A.

in

*

W

U TCHANNfl NUMMER

means a larger solid angle but a smaller suppression factor. A 2 •< 2 inch

BOO scintillator {BOO: bismuth geraanate) has also been used together with

the Mal(TJt) ACA. In this case* the suppression effect is not so large,

since the BOO crystal has a high efficiency and the incident radiation is

colliasted to the central parts of the crystal (cf. Fig. • ) . , The bismuth

geraaaate sciatillator and FM preamplifier geometry were designed in colla-

boration with larshaw, and the detector aay be positioned in the COMTTISS in

the same way as the Ce(Li) detectors. The BOO crystal used has 17 X F W M

resolution for the 1>7Cs peak.
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3.5.5 AN IMPROVED GAS TARGET FOR "C-LABBLLED COMPOWDS

(H. af Ugglas, E. T5th-Pll and K.-A. Pettersson)

Short-lived positron emitters were produced for labelling of organic

compounds of interest to brain diagnostics and research . During 1978

a high-resolution positron-camera (a computerized emission tomograph) was

installed in the Department of Neuroradiology at the Karolinska Hospital.
• • • • 2 )

This circular-ring transverse axial 95-detector camera has been developed

by the Institute of Physics, University of Stockholm, in cooperation with

the Karoliiiska Institutet. Around the camera are now organized a number of

clinical research groups (at present six groups) to make use of the great

potential of the camera to follow the metabolism in the brain. Diagnostic

applications are being started in areas like malignant gliomas, epilepsy,

hydrocephalus, stroke, subarachnoid hemorrhage, alcoholism, traumatic brain

lesions and disorders of newborn. Also research in toxicology, pharmacology

and anesthesia is planned.

A substance of prime importance in brain metabolism is glucose and for

most of the mentioned projects labelling of this compound with 1JC or 150

would be highly suitable. Our first synthetic work resulting in lsO-deoxy-

glucose was reported at the Abo conference on "Medical applications of

cyclotrons". In order to minimise losses of radioactivity, a very rapid

procedure was developed in which remote control and automation were empha-

sized. An absorption of the activity from the gas phase and an acid-cata-

lyzed hydrolysis using H 2
l s0 on 1-methyl-2-deoxy-D-glucofuranoside were per-

formed directly in one step. Simultaneously, the medical members of the

group investigated the take-up rate of glucose in cat brains and found that

diffusion times were probably longer than the radioactive decay times of
IS0 (t1i2 " 2 min). Hence we are now aiming at the use of

 n C (tji2 "
 20 •**»)

Most promising seems to be a photo-synthetic incorporation of ''COj into

glucose by green leaves ' o r green algae in the liquid phase (a suspen-

sion). The method is presently being tested with '"CO* by a group a? the

Karolinska Pharmacy.

The gas target is now moved from the 30-cm cyclotron to the 225-co

machine, where it is located as close as possible to the beam extraction

(after the first switching magnet). It is improved in order to take higher

beam currents by addition of water cooling. The use of de-ionised water

allows a correct beam-current recording. To avoid beam-line activation,

graphite or aluminium slits are installed. A 12.5 Me? proton beam will

very soon be used for the * 1t(p,a)*'c-production of n C 0 t . The gas-transport
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line hat a length of 14 • and will be connected to two concrete caves now
being built for work on two different substances simultaneously, involving

j synthesis, separation and product analysis. The transport tiae froa All to
the positron camera at the Karolinska Sjukhuset is approx. 10 *in by car.
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Vott-dzad-Lbit oow&UJbution: i

3.3.8 ON THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONOF PRE-EQUILIBRIUM NEUTRONS IN '

DEUTERON-INDUCED REACTIONS ^

(Z.P. Sawa) ^

In general, a sizable part of the particle spectra Measured in nuclear .i

reactions stem from the prerequilibrium, or pre-coapound, process. (The

former tern, abbreviated P.E., will be used in this note.) This process

fills the gap, on the tiae scale, between the "direct reaction", which

results in a single.interaction between projectile and one or sore nucleons

in the target, and the other extreae, the "coapound nucleus reaction", in

which the projectile is captured by the target and the system attains

statistical equilibrium with a subsequent evaporation of particles and

emission of y-rays. The available P.E.-models reproduce quite well the

measured differential (energy) spectra of P.E.-partides. However, these

models are not designed to deal with the angular distributions of these

particles. (An exception is the model of the intranuclear cascade proces-

ses first applied to P.E.-processes by Bertini et al.' •

In this note is derived a closed (yet quite simple computationally)

expression for distributions of the P.E.-neutrons from deuteron-induced

reactions on targets with A£40. To this end we examine the fate of a

deuteron incident with an energy greater than the Coulomb barrier of the

deuteron+ target system. Because of the low binding energy of the deute-

ron (B-2.23 MeV), the deuteron projectile impinging on the target will

easily dissociate, i.e. break up, as it moves in the average nuclear and

Coulomb field of the target. Then, one or both constituents of the deute-

ron may strongly interact with, and eventually be captured by, the target.

Most frequently the capture process will lead to the formation of the

familiar coapound nucleus and the evaporation of particles characterized

by an isotropic distribution. However, the P.E.-particles, which are

emitted before the equilibrium is attained in the coapound system, will

be associated with forward-peaking distributions, which is also observed

in experiments. It seems plausible that the anisotropy of the P.E.-parti-

cles, which are emitted in the early stages of the equilibration of energy,

will be greater.than the; anisotropy of the P.E.-particles emitted later

in that process. It is reasonable to assume that the attenuation of the

anisotropy will be proportional to the number of the intranuclear colli-

sions (which collisions are. responsible for. sharing of the energy

the nucleons of the compound system \ before a particle is emitted.

The emission rate per energy unit of P.E.-neutrons is given by
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Blann 2) g

»J v(V- 1)
v. • ' '

(Av-2)

where e Q is the energy of the neutron,
E is the excitation energy of the compound system,
U is the energy of the residual nucleus*
v# • 3 (for deuterons),
v - [gxE] 1' 2 •* 24 for Au, where g is the density of single-

particle levels.

We then make two assumptionst • .

1. The early emitted ( v « v ) P.I.-neutrons will travel almost in th*
same direction into which are scatter** the neutrons steaming
from the afore-mentioned process of the deutcroa break-up.

2. Th* corresponding attenuation of the break-up anisotropy will b*

proportional to v(v- 1).

To settle the numbers:

We essustt

where: C(0) describes th* snap* of th* angular distribution of the

break-up neutrons , • .

cce) - [1 •0*r^1. e - 8 iiyi]1'*

Similarly,

G(6,v) gives th* shape of th* angular distribution of th*

F.I.-neutrons:

5<e,v) - ti + Y * 1 r l / t ; Y - e t

and C is an adjustable paraaeter.

Fro. 6(0'.v) .• 1 follows k(v) - W V(V,-

Assuming in addition that the angular distribution of th* «*,«ilibri«ai
is isotropic, on* obtains an *xpr*ssion for th* dovbl* diff«r*atial yi«ld of
F.I. and e^uilibriuei neutrons froa a deuteron-induced cpeaoiid reaction:
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f x
V.

)

(1 - f)

I G(6ifv) x AMCOJ
P.E.

E.

MeV"1 sr"1

Where: Q

N

F(e )

is the integrated beasi current in PC ,

is the number of target atoms,

is the cross section for the formation of the compound

system,

is the fraction of a. leading to the emission of P.E.-

neutrons. (f is assumed to vary linearly with the energ;

of deuterons.)

is the emission rate of the equilibrium neutrons

*ir sin sin 6. sr.

Assuming for, e.g., an Au+d system:

f - 0.10 and 0.35 at Ed - 10 HeV and 30 MeV, respectively,

C • 10~J in the above expression for k(v) and Haxwellian distri-

butions for evaporation neutrons with temperatures

T(E) [A]
i/a

one obtains good agreement with experimental data for the double differential

yield of neutrons from the irradiation of thick heajy targets by deuterons
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